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ABSTRACT
Projective techniques for personality assessment 
have heen known for poor reliability and validity when 
studied as scientific measures. However, the use of such 
instruments has continued in clinical situations. A 
relatively new test, the Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement 
(KTSA), provides objective counts of manipulative 
behaviors, semiobjective scores of verbal behavior and 
the possibility of projective interpretations. The 
interscorer reliability is good and validity studies 
against certain criteria (e.g., psychiatric diagnoses 
and brain damage) show promise.
The study attempted to construct a network of 
variables which may effect KTSA performance (a nomological 
net), and use the pattern of test behaviors to predict 
behaviors in a treatment program which uses a token 
economy as one therapeutic approach.
Subjects were 80 emotionally disturbed teenagers 
(Ages 15-18, M = 15.6, SD = 1.4). The KTSA, Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS) or Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
for Children (WISC), California Achievement Test (CAT), 
and the 16 Personality Factor Test (16 PF) or High School
ix
Personality Pactor Questionnaire (HSPQ) were administered 
at admission. The criteria were summary scores of the 
daily token economy records and were compiled after 
discharge. The 69 predictor and 7 criterion variables 
were studied by canonical correlation analysis.
The data analysis resulted in four significant 
canonical correlations (p <.05) ranging from .995 to 
.963. Interpretations of three of these components were 
attempted, and the possible meanings of some of the bi- 
variate correlations were offered. The results were 
interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that patterns 
of KTSA scores and nomological network can predict 
patterns of token economy behaviors.
The expanded use of token economy variables as 
criteria for test validity study was suggested. Other 
areas for future research include continued multivariate 
approaches for test validity in general, and for investi­
gating the validity and meaning of KTSA variables in 
particular.
x
INTRODUCTION
The answers to many of the questions in clinical 
psychology await the development of adequate instruments 
for measuring human behavior. One psychological test, the 
Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement (KTSA), shows promise as 
an instrument for measuring diverse aspects of human 
behavior. It is hoped that by relating the KTSA to a set 
of variables measured by accepted psychological tests the 
resulting pattern of scores will be effective for 
predicting how emotionally disturbed teenagers respond to 
a specific treatment program.
Basic laboratory research in psychology is amassing 
an impressive amount of data. Based on these data, 
principles are being expounded which seem to be applicable 
to broad areas of behavior. However, applications to 
problems in human behavior seem more difficult and many 
fundamental questions in clinical psychology remain 
unanswered or in need of further clarification.
The outstanding questions in clinical psychology 
begin with the basic problem of identifying behaviors as 
normal or abnormal. Also, the area concerned with the 
diagnostic-classification process is in a state of turmoil.
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Thome (1953) stated that the "greatest single need in the 
whole field of clinical psychology" is the intensive re- 
evaluation of psychopathology and psychodiagnosis. Similar 
sentiments have been expressed recently by Fiske and 
Pearson (1970).
In the area of the therapeutic process Paul (1967) 
has defined the "ultimate question" as: "What treatment, by
whom, is most effective for this individual with that specific 
problem, under which set of circumstances, and how does it 
come about?" (Paul, 1967, p. 111). Needless to say, this 
question implies research problems for the next decade at 
least.
All of the research needs mentioned above are related 
to the need for evaluation instruments and procedures. That 
psychologists have invested a major amount of time and energy 
in the pursuit of measuring various facets of personality 
functioning is attested to by the sheer size of the latest 
Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1965). The instruments 
included in the Yearbook represent many different approaches 
to measuring a multitude of personality constructs.
Even with the obvious energy invested in evaluation 
techniques, there does not seem to exist unanimous agreement 
that evaluation is a worthy activity for the clinician.
Rogers (1951) has taken the stand that evaluation (at least 
formal evaluation linked with therapy) should not be imposed
3
upon the client* Rather, the therapist must strive to be 
entirely non-*judgmental. However, even the client-centered 
therapist must make many decisions in the course of the 
therapeutic process. He must decide if the client can enter 
into the therapeutic process or not —  what if the client 
presents himself for therapy, but cannot hear? He must then 
judge the perceptual integrity of the individual. He usually 
will judge the general intellectual level of the client; 
whether or not the client possibly is suffering from organic 
dysfunction of some sort; and may make many other evaluative 
decisions. This sort of decision making has been labeled by 
Dreger (1968) the "evaluative-therapeutic” process, which 
he points out is engaged in by every therapist.
This decision making process is one in which all 
clinicians must engage. Information is collected in a 
specific situation with the assumption that it can in some 
way serve as an indicator of a broader area of behavior.
The theory behind psychological testing can be expressed 
in the same manner (Anastasi, 1968). The only possible 
choice that the clinical psychologist has in regard to the 
evaluation of individuals is how much quantification he 
will allow to enter the process.
The pressure towards quantified approaches to the 
decision making process of clinical psychologists has been 
mounting for a number of years. Meehl (1956) has been one 
of the leaders and expressed hiB views strongly when he
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called for a "cookbook" approach. More recently Fiske and 
Pearson (1970) concluded that the data supported the 
contention that statistical methods showed more merit for 
predicting specified criteria. This author does not feel 
that the clinician will ever be entirely supplanted; 
however, he does agree with the basic approach of being 
as scientific as possible and feels that this necessarily 
implies quantification. The fundamental issue was expressed 
quite well by Horst (1966) when he said, "We shall take the 
position that the extent to which progress is made in a 
particular psychological area is almost directly proportional 
to the degree to which quantification is introduced and 
psychological measurement procedures are properly applied" 
(Horst, 1966, p. 1).
It has been pointed out that predictive judgments 
are made commonly in clinical practice and that quantifi­
cation is desirable and necessary. Still psychological 
measurements have not been used adequately in the area of 
"mental illness" (Horst, 1966). Horst feels that this 
situation is due to inadequate research in the whole area 
dealing with abnormal behavior, including research on the 
development of instruments for measuring such behavior.
He also says that tradition has been a major block, par­
ticularly the argument that dynamic interrelationships of 
the factors that make up the abnormal behavior must be 
considered. For these reasons adequate tests are not
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available (Horst, 1966). Even a cursory view of the tests 
contained in the Mental Measurements Yearbook reveals that 
the amount of quantification varies greatly and this is 
especially true within the area of protective temperament 
measures.
Horst (1966) mentioned that one of the factors 
impeding the adequate development and use of temperament 
tests is the continuing insistence that the "dynamic1* 
relationships must be considered and the insistence that 
such variables cannot be represented or dealt with 
mathematically. This argument can be viewed as a dis­
agreement over how complex relationships can best be 
handled and the "appropriate" level of measurement.
Horst (1966) states that recent developments show that 
these interrelationships can be more efficiently formulated 
in terms of mathematical models than in verbal symbols.
The level to be measured ranges from what this author 
labels broad, world-view attitudes (e.g., abstract constructs 
such a Ego) to specific behaviors (e.g., whether or not 
a subject shakes the examiner's hand when it is offered to 
him). The continuum has been labeled molar to molecular 
and discussed in these terms in the literature (Brunswik,
1963 and George, 1963)* It seems most appropriate to 
develop instruments for as many levels as possible rather 
than argue which is the level. It would seem particularly
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useful to have several levels represented In the same 
instrument, if accomplished efficiently. In a recent 
review, Fiske and Pearson (1970) suggest that a better 
approach is to develop specific tests for each specific 
area, or what they called the "Separated-Rational" 
approach. However, they are dealing with content areas 
or temperament constructs rather than with levels of 
measurement. At least theoretically, a construct should 
be capable of measurement on several different levels.
Fiske and Pearson (1970) expand upon their theory 
of personality measurement by saying that the task is the 
identification and delineation of attributes which will 
apply uniformly to all persons and will differ only in 
quantity. They further state that these attributes must 
be consistent over time within the same person and 
consistent across individuals.
All of the temperament measures (commonly referred 
to as personality tests) both objective, or paper-pencil, 
and projective have sustained their share of criticism 
concerning the basic issues outlined by Fiske and Pearson. 
Particularly the projective instruments have been faulted 
for lack of reliability and validity. Yet of the various 
temperament measures, it is the projective instruments 
which continue to be utilized most widely in clinical 
practice and within this category the instrument most
7
frequently used is the Rorschach (Lubin, Wallis and Paine, 
1971). Since the Rorschach is also the most extensively 
studied of any temperament test, a brief look at its status 
as a scientific measurement will be instructive as a gauge 
of the present situation within the area.
In 1959 Guilford stated in a review of the status of 
the Rorschach up to that time, ”In spite of the widespread 
popularity and use of the Rorschach ink blots, the relia­
bilities of scores tend to be relatively low, and validities, 
although quite varied, are generally near zero” (Guilford, 
1959)* In the recent Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 
1965) similar statements were being made. "Put frankly, 
the consensus of qualified judgment is that the Rorschach 
is a very poor test and has no practical worth for any of 
the purposes for which it is recommended by its devotees” 
(Jensen, 1965, p. 501). Jensen (1965) later in the article 
makes an even stronger statement. ”. . .  The rate of 
scientific progress in clinical psychology might well be 
measured by the speed and thoroughness with which it gets 
over the Rorschach” (Jensen, 1965» p. 509). Similar 
sentiments concerning the scientific status of the 
Rorschach have been expressed by other reviewers such as 
Dana (1965)* Eron (1965)* and Piske and Pearson (1970).
The reviews mentioned above focus primarily on the 
formal scores of the Rorschach. In a review of Rorschach 
content variables, Draguns, Haley, and Phillips concluded
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that even though there appear to be some relationships 
within broad areas, quite a bit of ambiguity remains 
oonoeming the relationships of test variables and 
personality variables (1967, p. 25).
If other projective techniques are comparable to 
the Rorschach as measurement instruments, why does their 
use continue? While the author agrees with Horst's 
analysis that tradition plays a part in the continued use 
of such instruments, it iB felt that these tests must 
serve some function in clinical practice that is not 
fulfilled by any other instrument at the present time.
Even Jensen (1965) who leveled the scorching broadside 
at the Rorschach quoted earlier, says that though not 
supported by research, "One is impressed after reading a 
large number of Rorschach reports that no facet of the 
human psyche and no aspect of human feeling or behavior 
is inaccessible to the Rorschach. Certainly it excels 
all other psychological tests in permitting a richness of 
personality description that comprehends the entire lexicon 
of human characteristics" (Jensen, 1965, p. 502). Dana 
(1965) after saying that the era of preoccupation with 
the Rorschach is coming to a close, points out that its 
use will continue for psychologists who want a framework 
for an approximation of another person's reality.
Until these functions can be filled by another 
instrument which possesses more soientific rigor, the use
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of the Rorschach and other projective techniques in actual 
clinical practice will continue. The test to supplant 
these techniques will have to possess "projective" potential, 
but in some way offer the possibility for reliable measure­
ment of behaviors. One instrument which shows promise of 
filling the above requirements is the Kahn Test of Symbol 
Arrangement (KTSA). The KTSA provides projective potential, 
semi-objective scoring of verbal behaviors and objective 
scoring of manipulative behaviors. With these types of 
measurements, if they can be demonstrated to be reliable, 
the KTSA could offer the needed combination of projective 
test and scientific measuring instrument. Whether or not 
the behaviors measured by the KTSA can be related to any 
meaningful criteria remains to be demonstrated. As 
Anastasi (1968) has pointed out, "No psychological test 
can do more than measure behavior. Whether such behavior 
can serve as an effective index of other behaviors can be 
determined only by empirical try-out" (1968, p. 23).
Theoretical formulations of test validity have 
detailed requirements for accomplishing the link between 
test measures and other behaviors. Fiske and Pearson
(1970) indicate that the interaction of other influences 
and the test measures must be controlled. Krause (1967) 
makes the same point in his discussion of construct 
validity. It is desirable according to these authors to 
place an instrument within a broader set of constructs
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called a nomological network of relevant constructs. For 
technological nets (Krause, 1967) thesr constructs are 
those which may have appreciable influence upon a particular 
instrument in a particular situation.
This study will attempt to develop a nomological 
network for the Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement as a 
predictor of behaviors in a treatment situation.
The Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement
HiBtory
Kahn developed the idea of using plastic shapes of 
common objects for personality assessment from an observation 
of people buying such objects from a hobby shop. He points 
out that since the objects were sold to the public for a 
profit, the objects must have some meanings within our 
culture. The first manual was produced in ditto form in 
1949 with the basic form of administration which is used 
currently. The manual was revised in 1953 (Kahn, 1953)*
In that same year Shoben reviewed the test for the first 
time in the Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook (Shoben,
1953)• He concluded, ". . . The KTSA (Kahn Test of Symbol 
Arrangement) is a simpler, more widely applicable situation 
than most instruments on hand for investigating develop­
mental patterns and various attributes of psychopathological 
behavior. On a research basis, its use should be strongly
11
encouraged. Ab a test, it is still essentially unproven.w
The revision in 1936 (Kahn, 1936) included 
simplification of the scoring procedure and addition of a 
sorting task. The formal scoring categories were reduced 
from 17 to 9 and the scored items from over 100 to 24.
These changes resulted in the final form of the KTSA.
In the following year the clinical manual was published 
(Kahn, 1957). In a brief review of that year, Schaffer 
(1957) recognized the changes which had just been made 
and recommended the test for further research.
Since that time an auxiliary evaluation guide has 
been published (Kahn, 1960). The instrument has managed 
to gain enough recognition to be mentioned in the Handbook 
of Clinical Psychology (Wolman, 1965) and an introductory 
psychology text (Ruch, 1967). A recent survey of psycho­
logical test usage conducted by Lubin, Wallis and Paine
(1971) revealed that the KTSA had appeared on the list of 
the most used tests in the United States of America. The 
KTSA was ranked 61.5 by number of mentions and 64 according 
to the frequency weight. While these ranks are not 
impressive they do demonstrate that the use of the KTSA is 
increasing. The KTSA has also been translated into Italian 
(Ferracuti and Lazzari, 1962) and Japanese (Japanese Society 
for the KTSA, 1967).
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Description of the KTSA
The test objects are 15 plastic shapes of varying 
size, shape, color and thickness. Most of the shapes are 
easily identifiable consisting ofs 1 anchor, 1 transparent 
circle, 1 cross, 2 butterflies, 3 dogs, 3 hearts, 3 stars 
and the only object with an indefinite shape which resembles 
a parrot. One other piece labeled the Y object is used once 
during the test. Two small red stars are the only identical 
objects in the test. The objects vary in size, color, 
shape and thickness in such a way that no two categories 
may be simultaneously arranged. The subject (S) is asked 
to arrange the objects on a felt strip which is marked off 
into 15 consecutively numbered segments* The only other 
apparatus consists of the back of the record sheet which is 
divided into 8 areas labeled LOVE, HATE, BAD, GOOD, LIVING, 
DEAD, SMALL and LARGE, and is used for the sorting task.
The test procedure consists of asking the S to 
arrange the objects along the strip five times and then to 
sort the objects into the categories mentioned above. The 
S is given complete freedom to arrange the objects in any 
way he wishes for Arrangements I, II and V. He is asked to 
give the reason for his arrangement after each of these 
arrangements are completed. Following Arrangement I, he 
must name the objects and is asked to tell what the objects 
could symbolize following Arrangement II. For Arrangement 
III the S is asked to repeat the previous performance and
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is requested to guess the number of objects he will place 
correctly and then the number he thinks are correct. The 
transparent heart, star, butterfly, and circle are removed 
from the strip and given one at a time in that order to 
the S to be placed over any object he wishes. The task for 
Arrangement IV is to place the objects according to how 
they appeal to the S. He then gives his reason for liking 
the first three objects and his reason for disliking the 
last three. If during the arrangements the S has not 
made use of any consistent reason or pattern, following 
the sorting task an additional arrangement is requested 
for testing the limits.
During the testing the E records each arrangement, 
the position of the objects on the strip, the time for 
each arrangement, the direction in which the objects were 
placed, the contact with the objects during the naming and 
symbolizing, and the various verbalizations of the S in 
response to the tasks.
Scoring is accomplished in two stages. The objective 
variables require a simple count of the frequency of 12 
motor responses such as the position of the objects on the 
strip. The semi-objective scoring involves the assigning 
of the appropriate level of symbolization (A, B, C, D, E,
F, X, Y, or Z) to each reason for arrangement, the three 
liked and three disliked objects and the fifteen responses 
given during the symbolization task. A complete description
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of the test and the scoring can be found in the adminis­
tration and scoring manual (Kahn, 1956)•
The multi-level nature of the Bcores obtained from 
the KTSA is apparent from the difference between the 
objective scores which are counts of behaviors and the 
semi-objective scores which consist of judgments of the 
level of the verbalizations. According to Kahn (1957, p.
147, 151-152), several levels are represented in the 
scores which correspond to the following levels of thought 
processes: (A) —  faulty perception; (B) —  no perception;
(0) —  repetition of earlier perception; (D) —  perception; 
(E) —  form perception; (P) —  color perception; (X) —  
generalization; (Y) —  association; and (Z) —  symbolization. 
Kahn states that the Blacky Pictures and Thematic 
Apperception Test are keyed to the symbolic level, the 
Ooldstein-Scheerer tests to the generalization level and 
the Rorschach to the perceptive-association level. Only 
with the KTSA does failure at one level reveal the func­
tioning at the next lower level at which the S is able or 
willing to function (Kahn, 1957, p. 152).
Rationale
Although the basic assumption underlying the KTSA 
is not spelled out in the literature, it seems to be that 
the ability to abstract, especially in relation to 
culturally structured symbols, will be disrupted in some
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manner by psychopathology (Kahn, 1957). Given this 
assumption Kahn chose stimuli with some cultural meaning, 
which seemed to be demonstrated by the observation that 
the objects were being sold for a profit. Another important 
point is the structure of the test. Kahn points out that 
. . The test permits development of an interaction 
between factors S can control and those he cannot control 
and that this is in many ways a realistic miniature of life 
itself” (Kahn, 1957, p. 101). The repetition of performance 
under differing conditions gives controlled comparisons of 
individual functioning over time but in a short interval 
to minimize personality changes. The sequential frame of 
reference with the verbal and manipulative tasks combined 
allows the examiner to ascertain the correspondence between 
the S*s verbal intent and his actual expression of this 
intent (Kahn, 1957).
This concludes a brief presentation of the rationale 
underlying the KTSA as it has been presented by Kahn (1953»
1955» 1957) in more detail. One additional point should be 
made, which is implied in the above statements. Fiske and 
Pearson (1970) indicate that the measuring process usually 
introduces something unfamiliar to the S which combines 
with his natural concern about being evaluated to generate 
apprehensiveness. They conclude that we must make the 
test instruments less threatening to the S (1970, p. 76).
It has not been demonstrated experimentally, but it would
1 6
seem that the stimuli of the Kahn which are more familiar, 
more concrete and under the manipulatory control of the S 
would be less threatening to the person in the evaluation 
situation.
Review of Literature
The material discussed above suggests that the KTSA 
could be the type of instrument needed in clinical practice 
to combine the functions of a projective and an empirically 
valid test. Kahn has published at least one paper demon­
strating the dynamic, interpretive potential of the KTSA, 
(Kahn, 1955). However, it is the purpose of this study to 
contribute to the scientific value of the instrument. 
Therefore, the review of the literature presented here will 
focus on the KTSA as an empirically valid instrument for 
measuring behavior.
As was indicated earlier, the scoring procedure for 
the KTSA was revised in 1956. This fact makes comparison 
of the studies completed before the revision with those 
following, tenuous at best. Therefore, the pre-revision 
studies will be summarized briefly. The latter studies 
will then be discussed in more detail.
The first two studies conducted with the KTSA were 
the doctoral dissertations of Kahn (1950) and Pils (1950). 
Kahn later reported a portion of his study (Kahn, 1951).
The results of these studies indicated a test-retest
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reliability of 25 Ss over a six month period of .95 (Pearson 
product moment correlation), and an interscorer reliability 
of .97 (Pearson r) using two raters for ten protocols. These 
studies also indicated that the KTSA would differentiate 
groups of organic psychotics (Kahn, 1950, 1951) and schizo­
phrenics (Fils, 1950) from matched groups of normals. Kahn 
(1955) later carried out a cross-validation investigation 
for the organics and normals. Kahn utilized a cutoff score 
which divided all of the normal group (including 3 Ss over 
70 years of age) from 83 per cent of the organic group.
The KTSA was studied for its ability to differentiate 
between groups of paranoid schizophrenics (Szenas, 1954) 
and chronic undifferentiated schizophrenics (Esterly, 1954) 
when compared with brain damaged psychotics. Brodsly (1952) 
also attempted to distinguish between epileptic and 
non-epileptic children utilizing the KTSA. All of these 
studies concluded that the KTSA would differentiate between 
the groups.
One study is reported by Kahn (1957) using groups 
of organics, schizophrenics, normals and pseudo-organic 
neurotics. Cutoff scores differentiated fairly well among 
groups with the exception that the neurotics and normals 
could not be discriminated.
These research projects suggested that the KTSA had 
good reliability and acceptable validity as an aid to
18
diagnosis. However, the studies suffered from one signi­
ficant weakness. Large numbers of variables were analyzed 
using a separate comparison for each, which made it 
difficult to determine which of the observed differences 
were significant and which were chance occurrences. The 
study that most typifies this approach is Kahn's (1950) 
first investigation which utilized t-tests to analyze the 
differences between two patient groups for 197 variables. 
Unfortunately, the same criticism also applies to much 
of the research conducted since the revision, although 
more appropriate statistical procedures were available.
With the administration and scoring of the KTSA 
standardized, effort turned to the gathering of norms.
Kahn (1957) reports the results of a seven year standard­
ization study. Subjects included 435 males and 47 females 
from California, Texas and Ohio. Age range was 17-87 with 
a mean of 31 and standard deviation of 11.9. Mean 
education was 10.3 years with a standard deviation of 3*1 
and a mean IQ of 103 with a standard deviation of 9.5*
The Ss were representative of the general population in 
terms of occupational level. Screening was only in regard 
to whether the individual had ever been under the care of 
a psychologist or psychiatrist. Means and standard 
deviations for the various scoring categories were computed 
and the psychogram found on the first page of the record 
sheet was constructed. As many of the Ss were firemen or 
similar groups tested during working hours, the group may
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not be representative in terms of motivation to perform on 
the test.
More recently two normative studies with children 
have been reported in the literature by Abdin (1966a and 
1966b). One article (1966a) reports symbolization norms 
for a stratified sample of 240 boys and girls from grades 
2-7. The second article (Abdin, 1966b) gives tables for 
the objects most frequently placed in the sorting cate­
gories for 320 boys and girls from grades 1-8.
These three reports are certainly efforts in the 
right direction. However, standardization samples for all 
age levels remain an outstanding need twenty years after 
the inception of the KTSA. In the interest of fairness, it 
should be recognized that the test did not obtain its final 
form until 1956 and that Kahn and a small handful of asso­
ciates in the United States Air Force have been almost 
solely responsible for the development of the technique.
The reliability of the KTSA has been investigated 
rather well in terms of interscorer agreement. Kahn (1957) 
reports inter-rater reliability of .966 using the Numerical 
Element (NE) of the revised scoring system. The value of 
this Pearson correlation is comparable to results obtained 
in the pre-revision study (Kahn, 1951).
In contrast, Hedlund and Mills (1964a and 1964b) 
report rather poor scorer reliability, especially when 
focusing on the individual scoring categories. They used 
two scorerB and obtained median per cent of agreement
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ranging from 52 per cent for oategory (A) to 83 per cent 
for (B) and (Z). The overall per cent was 72 per cent and 
the Pearson r for the NE was .67 (Hedlund and Mills, 1964a).
A replication of this study was conducted (Hedlund and Mills, 
1964b) with similar results, although the Pearson r for the 
ME ranged from .87 to .91. The per cent of agreement for 
the categories ranged from 57 per cent to 91 per cent. In 
both studies the authors found categories (A), (D) and (X) 
particularly problematic. They concluded that the usefulness 
of the KTSA was questionable considering the reliabilities 
obtained.
Craddick (1964) responded to the reports of Hedlund 
and Mills, criticizing their reports on the basis of 
misleading statements and implying that the authors did not 
have enough training and experience. It was also pointed 
out that one purpose of their study was to construct supple­
mentary scoring criteria. Craddiok, in comparing Hedlund 
and Mills* finding with previous scorer reliability figures, 
concludes that the KTSA should be considered an instrument 
requiring intensive training similar to that given for 
other psychological tests such as the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS).
Research concerning the scorer reliability since 
the above exchange has been encouraging. Clack, Guerin, 
and Latham (1966) obtained a median rho coefficient of .94 
among 6 scorers with varying amounts of experience.
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The median phi coefficients for individual categories ranged 
from .53 to .91. The phi coefficients obtained by Anderson 
and Clack (1966) ranged from .41 to .86 for five judges.
The judges' experience with the KTSA varied from six months 
to three years. In both of these studies categories (A),
(D) and (X) again showed the lowest reliabilities.
Another study of scorer reliability utilized Pearson 
r as the statistic for comparing the agreement of two raters 
for all categories except (A). Category (A) was compared by 
a percentage of agreement (77.5 per cent) as it occurred 
infrequently. The r's ranged from .61 for (D) to .99 for 
(P). The total r = .94.
Recently Abdin published a study of interscorer 
reliability for children's (Mean age 8.7) protocols (Abdin, 
1970). Pour technicians with two years to six months 
experience scored 13 protocols. The mean Pearson r for 
the NE was .92 (Range .87-.96). Abdin also reports the 
mean r's for other areas including the symbolization task 
(5 r a .88) and the reasons for liking and disliking 
(X r = .83).
These data show that the overall scorer reliability 
of the KTSA is good, especially for a projeotive type test. 
In comparing individual scoring categories, the reliabili­
ties seem acceptable with (A), (D) and (X) consistently 
yielding the lowest results.
Por the test-retest reliability, however, there is 
little data. The pre-revision studies (Kahn, 1951 and
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Fils, 1950) suggest that this aspect of the test is adequate. 
A later study (Kahn, 1957) for 25 Ss retested over a period 
of 10 to 210 days yielded an r of .659* This study does not 
clearly indicate the type of Ss used for the investigation. 
Studies of the stability of the KTSA over time with normals 
are badly needed.
Almost all of the validity studies of the KTSA have 
been concerned v.ith the diagnostic usefulness. It will be 
recalled that the majority of the early studies dealt with 
the differentiation of organics from various other groups 
of patients and normals. Identifying organic patients 
remains the most thoroughly investigated area regarding the 
KTSA validity and has received some recent support from 
L'Abate, Boelling, Hutton, and Mathews (1962); and L'Abate, 
Vogler, Fiedman, and Chused (1963). The latter study is 
well controlled, utilizing clearly brain-damaged Ss with 
medical patients from the same hospitals as the control 
group. The groups were matched for age, sex, education 
and occupation. The research compares the KTSA and the 
Revised Benton Visual Retention Test. The conclusion is 
that both tests are useful in diagnosing brain damage and 
contribute essentially independent information (L'Abate, 
et. al., 1963).
Theiner, Hill, Latham, and McCarty (1962) compared 
matched groups of 40 chronic undifferentiated schizophrenics 
and 40 brain damaged Ss using the Symbol Pattern and eight
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"organic signs" from the objectively scored variables. Eaoh 
of the approaches to identifying the groups was used sep­
arately by three evaluators. Both approaches differentiated 
the groups at the .01 significance level or better, and 68 
per cent of the Ss were correctly identified as belonging to 
their respective groups.
Most of the following investigations included a group 
of Ss with brain damage and therefore lend support to the 
assertion that the KTSA is useful for diagnosing brain 
damage. However, because several other patient groups are 
also involved, the following studies will be discussed from 
a more general viewpoint.
Kahn (1957) reported the initial research conducted 
by the Applied Mathematics Branch of the Wright Air 
Development Center to develop the formulae for differen­
tiating diagnostic categories on the basis of the Symbol 
Pattern. The formulae were developed for 120 Ss in a known 
group and then applied to unknown groups of normals, 
neurotics, schizophrenics, and organic psychotics (N = 170). 
For the unknown groups 71*8 per cent were classified 
correctly as normal (including neurotics), schizophrenic or 
brain damaged.
The symbol pattern was again used by Murphy, Ferriman, 
and Bolinger (1957) to place 48 Ss into diagnostic categories 
of character and behavior disorder, organic brain damage and 
schizophrenia. Compared with final diagnoses, the sorting 
was correct in 38 of the 48 cases or 79.17 per cent of
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the time. The sample included 4 patients with oerehral 
damage and all were correctly classified. These results 
are supported by Kipper (1967) who sorted into six 
categories and got 20 out of 24 correct or 83.3 per cent.
The only studies which fail to concur are Hedlund 
and Hills (1964a and 1964b). These researchers obtained 
per cents of agreement with final diagnoses ranging from 
25 per cent to 39 per cent in the two studies. The 
significance of these studies is questionable considering 
the low reliabilities discussed earlier.
An interesting study was conducted by Hill, Latham,
and Theiner (1963) in regard to the accuracy of sorting the
Symbol Patterns into diagnostic categories. No attempt
was made to judge the accuracy of the raters against outside 
criteria. The sorters included Kahn, three master's level 
psychologists and three bachelor's level technicians grouped 
in that manner for comparison. Agreement among the psycho­
logists was 73*3 per cent; psychologists with Kahn, 71.6 
per cent; technicians with Kahn, 65*9 per cent; technicians 
with psychologists, 64.3 per cent; and among technicians 
themselves, 56.6 per cent. While a trend according to 
experience appeared, it waB not significant. The authors 
do not point out that the results represent fairly low 
agreement among raters.
The above studies tend to support the utility of the 
KTSA as an aid to diagnoses, especially in differentiating
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brain damage from other syndrome8 and from normals. The 
KTSA seems useful also for groups of schizophrenics, but 
needs further support for neurotics, character and behavior 
disorders, and for differentiating these groups from normals.
Considering the problems within the field of diag­
nosis itself mentioned earlier (Thorne, 1953 and Inglis,
1966), it is not surprising that any instrument would fail 
to show good validity using psychiatric diagnosis as a 
criterion.
Almost all of the research with children and adoles­
cents (Pink and Kahn, 1959; Kenny, 1963; Guerin, 1966; and 
Guerin and Abdin, 1967) have focused on differentiating 
normal and emotionally disturbed groups with a few 
exceptions. Bates (1960) compared adolescents from an 
orphanage with those from parental homes. She was expecting 
the adolescents from the orphanage to show more signs of 
maladjustment, but the results were in the opposite direction. 
However, there were very few differences found. The important 
finding was that both groups differed more from Kahn’s pub­
lished adult norms than they did from each other.
Another study by Evans (1958) compared 35 delinquent 
and 46 non-delinquent high school students. The delinquents 
had to have an abnormal Minnesota Multiphasio Personality 
Inventory (MMPI) profile as well as being inmates of a 
federal correctional institution to be included in the 
study. Ten of 23 Chi squares were significant. The
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delinquent group exhibited less recall ability, faster 
reaction time, no contact with objects, low levels of 
symbolization (categories A, B and D) and placed more 
objects in Love and Dead on the sorting task as compared 
with the non-delinquent group.
Recidivist and non-recidivist children were compared 
by Mann (1967). Recidivists were defined as children with 
an accumulation of over two years of hospitalization. He 
found that the recidivists distort reality more and per­
formed on a lower, functionally oriented symbolic level.
He concluded that long periods of hospitalization have a 
consistent negative effect on the symbolization process in 
children. However, based on his design, it is just as 
possible that children who function on that low symbolic 
level are the ones who accumulate long periods of time in 
the hospital.
All of these studies reflect the same weakness 
mentioned earlier, i.e., they run many statistical tests, 
one for each variable investigated. For an instrument 
like the KTSA the total number of comparisons can become 
quite large and the risk of obtaining positive results by 
chance is greatly increased. In effect, the statistical 
approach is inappropriate given the statistical procedures 
available at the present time.
Consistent trends emerge from these studies. The 
following results are mentioned only if they were significant
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in two or more studies. As compared to normals, emotionally 
disturbed children tend to have a lower Numerical Element 
and a higher frequency of (B), (D) and (A) responses. The 
KTSA shows a possibility of being useful in this area.
Wagner (1969, 1970 and 1971) has conducted research 
comparing normal children and adolescents with groups 
exhibiting specific reading disability (dyslexia). The 
findings show that dyslexics are more concrete in their 
symbolization. The KTSA patterns for dyslexic children 
include higher (B), (C) and (D), and lower (E), (X) and (Z). 
Adolescent dyslexics do develop higher (X) but show lower
(E), (Y) and (Z) than normals their own age (Wagner, 1971). 
The maturational lag in symbolization becomes more pro­
nounced with age. Wagner (1970) also presents a theory of 
dyslexia emphasizing form/pattern symbolization (KTSA (E) 
score) which is low in children and adolescents exhibiting 
reading disability. The low (E) pattern shows up independent 
of IQ and emotional adjustment. These investigations suggest 
that the KTSA adds useful information in evaluating reading 
disability.
In addition to these topics, isolated studies have 
been conducted in other areas. Descriptive studies making 
use of the symbol pattern and other features have been 
carried out. One of these studies used 40 hospitalized 
male alcoholics (Shera and Warren, 1967). The authors 
checked the KTSA performance against their clinical
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impressions. The composit symbol pattern was similar to 
the expected pattern for character and behavior disorders 
with neurosis. By removing the 10 Ss who scored highest 
and had some signs of incipient schizophrenia, the re­
maining 30 Ss had a composit symbol pattern even more 
similar to character-behavior disorder with neurosis. The 
authors then discuss other test behaviors of the group 
(Sheam and Warren, 1967).
Mann (1969a and 1969b) has conducted descriptive 
studies with male drug addicts without brain damage. The 
first study used 40 Ss. The composit symbol pattern 
closely resembled the expected pattern for character and 
behavior disorder with suggestions of some neurotic 
processes. Mann also discusses signs of oppositional 
behavior in the protocols, such as not using a left-right 
direction in arranging the objects (Mann, 1969a).
In the second study, Mann (1969b) corroborated 
his other investigation, but the neurotic features were 
more clearly evident as additions to the basic character 
and behavior disorder. Also, no relationship with length 
of addiction was found.
Comparing the Mann studies (1969a and 1969b) of 
drug addicts and the Shearn and Warren (1967) study of 
male alcoholics, it seems that these two groups are similar 
in terms of their KTSA performance.
Two studies involving criminals have been reported. 
Craddick and Levy (1968) compared 50 aggressive criminals
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(murder, rape, etc.) with 50 non-aggressive (false checks, 
burglary, etc.) criminals. The hypothesis was that the 
aggressive criminals would place more objects on Hate, Bad 
and Bead in the Sorting Task and show less preference for 
the heart objects. However, no differences between the 
groups were found on these variables.
Kipper (1971) compared a group of 49 criminals with 
lengthy records (5-17 convictions) with 49 vocational re­
habilitation trainees who had no criminal record nor were 
out of work because of their conduct. He excluded men 
convicted of sexual violations, habitual drunkeness and 
murder from the criminal group. All Ss were males from the 
lowest social classes, had elementary educations only and 
had no psychiatric disorder. The NE was lower for ciminals 
(79«98 vs. 98.65). A cutoff score of 90 differentiated 
72.5 per cent of the Ss at the .0001 level of significance. 
The criminals exhibited (C), (B) and (X) symbolization 
categories most frequently. Kipper concludes that criminals 
are characterized by a combination of concretness (X) and 
conceptual perseveration (C). The resultB were not related 
to length of imprisonment nor to age at first conviction.
The KTSA performance of the criminals is also similar to 
the symbol pattern of character and behavior disorders.
Kahn (1968) conducted a pilot study to identify 
signs of creativity on the KTSA. He points out that no 
adequate measure of creativity is available to use as a 
criterion. Fourteen signs are presented for further
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exploration only. Examples of the signs are: (a) More than
one reason given for arranging objects, (b) standing objects 
vertically or slanting all objects in the same direction, 
and (c) telling a story connecting most or all of the 
objects (Kahn, 1968).
Craddick (1966 and 1967) has reported two studies 
of KTSA performance under simulated psychosis. Subjects 
under the simulated psychosis condition showed a lower NE 
and an increased number of (A) reponses.
Theiner and Giffen (1964) compared American, German 
and Vietnamese pilots engaged in English language training. 
Except for the cultural differences the groups were well 
matched. The number of (A) responses was slightly higher 
than expected for the Vietnamese and Germans, and the 
Westerners displayed higher (F) and (E) responses than the 
Vietnamese. However, the authors conclude that in spite 
of some demonstrated cultural differences, the groups 
actually are more similar to each other than are normal 
and abnormal groups within our culture. Additional 
cross-cultural studies should be enlightening especially 
since the KTSA was initially developed using objects from 
the United States.
The KTSA has also been utilized by Kriegman and 
Kriegman (1965 and 1970) along with the WAIS or Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) as the basis for 
a structured report, which the authors claim summarizes
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needed information. They assert that the standardized 
statements simplify arriving at decisions concerning 
diagnosis and therapeutic procedures.
These varied studies are mentioned as illustrative 
of some directions that research with the KTSA is taking.
All of the conclusions are only suggestive and await 
further verification or modification.
Many of the studies already quoted have secondarily 
been concerned with various variables which may affect 
KTSA performance, but little research has been aimed 
directly at such variables. Also, some of the findings 
are contradictory.
None of the earlier studies made any attempt to 
investigate sex differences, although the data could have 
been analyzed for that purpose. Of the studies looking 
for sex effects, Abdin (1966a) found no significant 
differences in NE for Sex nor Age x Sex interaction for 
children in grades 2-7. Kenny (1963) found a few diff­
erences in the frequencies of specific scoring categories 
and in sorting categories, however no levels of significance 
were reported.
The only study designed specifically to investigate 
sex differences was a thesis by Wyman (1963) using college 
students as Ss. Equal numbers of males (n = 32) and 
females (n = 32) took the KTSA as themselves and as they 
thought the opposite sex would perform in a counter-balanced
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design. The Ss were further sub-divided into high and low 
groups according to their MMPI score on the Mf scale. The 
statistical design was a 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex x Role x Mf) trend 
analysis. In general females tended to have a higher NE 
and placed fewer hearts, dogs and butterflies in segments 
1-8 on Arrangement IV. Suggestive results were found for 
Sex x Role and Mf x Role interactions, but no differences 
were evidenced for Mf or Role main effects.
Age has been shown to affect KTSA scores in children 
(Guerin, 1966; Guerin and Abdin, 1967; and Abdin, 1966a) 
and in adults with advanced age (Kahn, 1957). All of the 
studies with children reflect shifts of symbolic func­
tioning in age in the direction of decreasing frequency of 
(A) and increasing numbers of (Y) and (Z) scores with ages 
7-10 (Guerin, 1966; and Guerin and Abdin, 1967). As would 
be expected, an increase in the NE with age is also found 
(Abdin, 1966a). All of these authors conclude that the 
KTSA should be useful for developmental studies with 
children and have attempted to link their results with 
cognitive theory provided by Piaget.
In regard to IQ the results are more consistent. 
Early studies (Kahn, 1950 and 1957) suggested that no 
relationship existed between KTSA performance and IQ. 
However, the total Bcore utilized for the KTSA at that 
time included all test variables. Another weakness was 
that the IQ was measured by several different instruments
I
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and was even estimated in some cases. The latter criticism 
also applies to a later study with children conducted by 
Pink and Kahn (1959). Craddick and Stern (1963) compared 
the KTSA NE and WAIS IQ in 40 males (Mean age = 25*6 and 
Mean education = 13*8) with no significant relationship 
being found. However, the IQ range was greatly restricted 
and in the upper levels (Mean IQ = 111.9).
Mann (1969b) studied the relationship between WAIS 
IQ and NE of the KTSA with drug addicts. He found no 
relationship with any of the WAIS scores excepting the 
Similarities sub-scale which correlated .33 with NE. Mann 
feels that this correlation represents the degree to whioh 
the KTSA measures verbal abstract ability.
One study conducted by Abdin (1966a) found a 
significant correlation (r = .736) between Otis IQ and NE 
with 240 normal children ages 7-12.
According to Kahn (1957), a relationship between IQ 
and NE would occur only with well adjusted normals, as the 
NE should be more sensitive to emotional maladjustment than 
standard measures of IQ. This hypothesis has not been sub­
stantiated; in fact only one study (Abdin, 1966a) has been 
adequately designed to test one part of the formulation, 
the relationship for normals. Criticisms of the studies 
reviewed have been presented and will not be repeated.
It can only be concluded at this time that there is a 
possible relationship between IQ and the KTSA symbolization
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scores, but the final decision awaits further evidence.
Certain generalizations concerning the present 
status of the KTSA are in order at this time. The KTSA 
seems to offer much potential as a psychometric-projective 
technique, but the research is inadequate to support this 
impression empirically. While scorer reliability is 
adequate, test-retest studies with normals and other groups 
are needed to delineate the stability of KTSA performance 
over time. Standardization norms need major expansion with 
direct investigation of variables such as age, sex and 
intelligence, possibly culminating in separate tables and 
norms according to these factors.
It should be pointed out that the KTSA provides a 
large number of objective scores and a rather unique 
Symbol Pattern. All of these scores offer the potential 
of being developed into a clinical instrument similar to 
the MMPI with patterns related to differing amounts of 
various criteria.
Validity studies focusing on diagnostic usefulness 
could be expanded, but success or failure in this area 
should not be taken as primary evidence of validity or 
invalidity of the KTSA due to the problems with the 
psychiatric diagnostic area itself, as was mentioned 
earlier. Studies against other criteria relevant to 
classification and therapy would be extremely valuable.
I
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The research designs utilized need to be more appro­
priate to the questions. Specifically, multivariate designs 
would yield less questionable results. Also, the KTSA was 
developed empirically and needs to be related to cognitive 
theory. Other needed areas of research have been outlined 
by L'Abate and Craddick (1965). In their review they 
conclude, "... The potential diagnostic applications and 
theoretical implications of this test for psychological 
theory and practice warrant further attention by the 
psychological community. This test has not as yet proved 
itself by all of the rigorous criteria necessary to assess 
its usefulness, but in terms of its promising uniqueness 
and versatility it may warrant its routine administration 
within the usual armamentarium of clinical psychologists" 
(L'Abate and Craddick, 1965f P« 133-134). Additional 
literature reviewed here does not change this conclusion 
in any essential aspect. If anything, the potential of 
the KTSA is more evident in the later literature.
Description of the Treatment Program
A rather extensive description of the KTSA and 
review of the literature has just been completed. It was 
stated earlier that this study would attempt to relate 
KTSA variables to behavioral criteria. These criteria 
were collected in a modified token economy.
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Token economies were developed as techniques for 
applying learning principles to the management and change 
of behaviors in hospital wards (Ayllon and Azrin, 1968).
The token economy used on the Adolescent Unit of Central 
Louisiana State Hospital at Pineville, Louisiana, has been 
referred to as "modified” for two reasons. The token 
economy is not the only therapeutic approach used, and it 
is designed to attack only certain, general behaviors 
chosen by the staff as contributing to adjustment in a 
southern United States culture.
The unit program is similar to the treatment program 
recommended by the Joint Commission on Mental Health of 
Children (1970). It is multiple impact in nature using 
various treatment approaches including individual and group 
psychotherapy, psychodrama, family or multiple family 
therapy, special education, vocational counseling and/or 
training, occupational therapy, recreational therapy and 
muBic therapy. The unit operates five days a week, 
requiring that the family take their teenager home for the 
weekend. The emphasis is on short-term family treatment 
to minimize the split between the adolescent and his 
community, which includes his family.
The criteria for admission are: (a) the adolescent
must be 12-18 years of age and unable to make an adjust­
ment within the community; (b) the student and his family 
must be willing to participate fully in the treatment
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(voluntary admission) including the weekend visits; (c) the 
student must be able to benefit from relatively short-term 
treatment of between three to six months; and (d) the 
teenager must be eligible or potentially eligible for 
vocational rehabilitation services.
Within the framework of the treatment program the 
token economy is designed to provide an underlying base by 
helping the students acquire certain general skills, such 
as the ability to recognize and respond to social rein­
forcers, the capacity to delay reward, and the recognition 
that they as individuals control the rewards and punish­
ments they receive in life. In addition, certain behaviors 
judged by the staff to be valuable in the general culture 
are reinforced for their specific adjustment value and as 
vehicles for achieving the above goals. Examples of these 
behaviors are attending to personal hygiene, neatness in 
personal appearance, keeping their living area clean and 
neat, arriving at scheduled activities on time, showing 
non-disruptive behavior, and participating in scheduled 
activities. For each of these behaviors the student earns 
tokens which may then be spent on privileges such as meals, 
snacks, use of certain game equipment, ground passes and 
trips into town for various activities.
The economy operates on four levels. As a student 
progresses from Level I to Level IV expectations increase 
which means an increase in the number of tokens possible
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for him to earn; more privileges are available; and length 
of delay of reward increases. On Level IV a credit card is 
used and the student is functioning on social reinforcement 
only. Promotions are made when behavior is acceptable for 
the present level; when the student requests the advancement; 
and when his individual therapist recommends it. As in most 
token approaches negative reinforcement is used in the form 
of fines, time outs (freezes) and demotions. Individualized 
reinforcement schedules for specific target behaviors are 
also used, but are not recorded as part of the basic token 
system.
Only one study was found in the literature in which 
token economy measures were used as criteria for the study 
of test validity (Ulmer, 1971). Ulmer found the Children's 
Minimal Social Behavior Scale total score correlated at 
the .05 level or better with patient age, months in hospital, 
and nine of ten token economy measures. The significant 
correlations ranged from -.35 to .51. Other sub-scale scores 
also correlated significantly for the same variables in 47 
out of 65 comparisons. Ulmer's research was a concurrent 
design, while a predictive design was used for the present 
study. However, the demonstration that relating test 
behaviors to token economy variables yields easily inter­
pretable results is encouraging.
A preliminary investigation using token economy 
variables and selected KTSA scores also provided encouraging
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results (Boothe and Greenleaf, 1970). To control the 
opportunity to earn tokens, the token records of the first 
three months in the program described earlier were used 
as the criteria for the investigation. Token variables 
chosen were the total number of tokens earned and behavior 
incidences (i.e., number of fines, freezes and demotions). 
The KTSA variables were: (1) the number of signs indicative
of good prognosis present in the protocol (Kahn, 1957),
(2) the number of objects slanted and (3) the rigidity- 
motility index (Kahn, 1960) with higher scores indicative 
of motility. Dividing the Ss at the median according to 
good or poor prognosis produced a significant difference 
in total tokens earned. Correlations among other variables 
were significant at the .01 level or better: Objects
slanted with total tokens (r = -.63); rigidity-motility 
index with total tokens (r = .49); objects slanted and 
rigidity-motility (r = -.42); objects slanted with behavior 
incidences (r = .60) and total tokens with behavior inci­
dences (r = -.65). Correlations of this magnitude between 
test behaviors and broader behavioral criteria are certainly 
impressive. The significance of these results is increased 
when it is realized that every relationship and its 
direction was predicted in advance.
A series of studies such as the one reported above 
would help clarify the meaning of the various KTSA scores 
and contribute greatly to its validity in a clinical 
situation. However, the broader, multivariate approach
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used for the present Investigation is more efficient and 
minimizes the danger of drawing false conclusions on the 
hasis of significant results occuring by chance (Type X 
error).
Purpose
The purpose of the present investigation waB to 
study the interrelationships of Kahn Test of Symbol 
Arrangement scores and a set of other variables, logically 
related to KTSA performance, as predictors of how emotion­
ally disturbed teenagers respond to a modified token 
economy.
The KTSA was chosen for study as a representative 
of projective temperament tests, but one such test with a 
broad range of quantified scores. Potentially, this type 
of objective-projective instrument may be an ideal combin­
ation for the clinician, providing empirically determined 
data and additional information which can only be integrated 
by the clinician himself.
The token economy was chosen from many available 
treatment procedures to provide the criteria. Specified 
behaviors can be judged present or not present and recorded 
in a token economy with cleaner results than judging 
"insight” or other criteria which are likely to be used in 
psychotherapy. It will be recognized from the earlier
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description of the treatment program that psychotherapy 
(and any of the other therapeutic approaches used) may con­
tribute to some of the S's adjustment within the token 
economy. Whether or not other types of intervention con­
tributed to "success" is not the i3sue. Token economy 
variables were chosen not because it was felt that they 
were representative of the only (or even the most) 
important process occurring, but rather as the most 
quantified index of what may be happening with the Ss 
within the total treatment program.
The variables composing the nomological network 
were chosen because the review of the literature or 
logical analysis suggested that they might be related to 
KTSA performance. The measures of these variables are 
generally accepted tests. The Wechsler Intelligence 
scales, the California Achievement Test and the High School 
Personality Questionnaire or the Sixteen Personality Factor 
Test were the chosen instruments. In addition, age, sex 
and race were studied in relation to the other variables.
In keeping with the purpose, the following hypothesis 
was investigated: KTSA scores and the variables chosen as
a part of the nomological network will be interrelated in 
such a way that when these data are collected at the 
beginning of treatment they will predict the performance 
of emotionally disturbed teenagers in the token economy 
system.
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METHOD
Subjects.:
The Ss were all patients admitted to the Adolescent 
Unit of Central Louisiana State Hospital in Pineville, 
Louisiana, who had complete sets of data. The resulting 
sample consisted of 80 Ss, ages 12-18 (Mean = 15.6,
SD = 1.4), 42 males and 38 females, and 73 Caucasians and 
7 Negroes.
The admission criteria given earlier result in a 
select sample of the emotionally disturbed adolescent 
population. The Ss are moderately to severely disturbed 
(at least so severe that the community and/or their family 
feel that hospitalization is desirable). However, the 
emphasis on short-term treatment results in the refusal of 
admission to adolescents who in the judgment of the Unit 
staff are displaying a chronic condition. Conscientious 
efforts are made to differentiate between the chronic —  
acute and severe —  mild continua, with varying degrees 
of success.
The requirement that the families participate in 
the treatment program and take the teenager home every 
weekend results in a further selection of the sample. 
Disturbed teenagers whose families are not willing to
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make two trips a week to the Unit and/or to participate 
in family therapy are not admitted.
The Unit is an open ward, so the adolescent himself 
must indicate at least some willingness to enter the 
treatment program. Actual experience has demonstrated 
that teenagers and their families are often willing to 
tolerate all requirements mentioned just to be "rid" of 
each other for five days out of the week. Agreeing to 
enter the program does not necessarily mean that they are 
agreeing to make changes themselves. Even considering 
these less than optimal attitudes by some, it is judged 
that the majority of the sample are motivated adolescents 
who have families that are actively concerned about them. 
These factors admittedly bias the sample in ways which 
cannot be precisely specified for the study.
Most of the families are representative of middle 
class Louisiana. Although one family would be placed in 
the poverty class and about two families admitted to the 
Unit are representative of the upper-middle or lower-upper 
class, the frequencies for other than middle class are too 
low to allow consideration of this variable in the study.
Predictor Variables:
The variables discussed in this section include the 
KTSA scores and the various variables composing the nomo­
logical network for this study. Variables were chosen for 
inclusion in the network if the review of the literature
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or logical analysis suggested that they might have an 
effect upon KTSA performance.
Demographic variables included in the analysis are 
age (in months), race and sex.
Intelligence was measured by the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS) or the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children (WISC). The use of two instruments is 
necessitated by the age range of the Ss. Scores used as 
variables include: Pull Scale IQ, Verbal IQ, Performance
IQ and the scaled scores of each of the sub-tests of the 
Wechsler scales. The Wechsler sub-tests are: Information,
Comprehension, Arithmetic, Similarities, Digit Span, 
Vocabulary, Digit Symbol, Picture Completion, Block Design, 
Picture Arrangement and Object Assembly. For the WISC the 
scaled scores are computed against norms for the appro­
priate age group, but a standard set of norms is used for 
the WAIS with the adjustment for age being made at the 
final computation of the IQ. Thus, the IQ's are comparable 
but the scaled scores are not. To correct for this 
condition, the scaled scores for the WAIS were computed 
from the table for the appropriate age range, while the 
IQ's were computed in the standard manner.
A "Scatter” score for the Wechsler scales was also 
used and was computed in the following manner: Highest
scaled score - lowest scale score + 1. The formula gives 
the range of the scatter for the S's performance on the 
intelligence test.
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IQ may be related to KTSA soorea aa shown in the 
review of the literature and is included in the study for 
that reason. The Wechsler scales were chosen as the 
measures of intelligence because they are the recognized 
"standards" in the field at this time.
Academic "Achievement" was assessed by the 
California Achievement Test (CAT) (Trigs and Clark, 1963) 
using the total battery score obtained by the S. The 
total achievement score is given by the year and month. 
Also, a variable labeled "Grade Placement Differential" 
was entered. This score conists of the actual grade 
placement of the S minus his CAT total battery score plus 
10, i.e., [(Grade - Achievement) + 10]. While it was rare, 
a few Ss' achievement was higher than their grade placement 
and the addition of a constant of 10 eliminated negative 
scores.
One other achievement variable was included. It 
has been reported to the author that equal achievement in 
all academic areas except math which is much lower than 
the other scores is indicative of emotional disturbance. 
ThiB relationship was reported by one of the special 
education teachers at the Unit. However, only one 
reference related to this phenomena was found in the 
literature. Schroeder (1965) reported that emotionally 
disturbed children (Mean age « 12 years) are retarded in 
school achievement, and that Wide Range Achievement Test
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Arithmetic scores were consistently lower than the Heading 
scores. Intelligence was unrelated to these results.
While far from conclusive, the results are suggestive and 
merit further investigation. Therefore, presence or 
absence of the emotional-disturbance sign was entered into 
the statistical computation when the CAT math score was 2 
years below the lower of the other two scores. This 
variable was labeled "CAT Emotional Disturbance."
The CAT was chosen as the measure of achievement 
because it has good reliability and validity. Achievement 
should be sensitive to emotional upheaval and when related 
to the Ss' IQ's may provide an index of the adolescents' 
effective use of intelligence in a real life situation.
The objective temperament measures consist of the 
raw scores for the 12 common factors of the Sixteen 
Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) (Cattell and 
Eber, 1959) and the High School Personality Questionnaire 
(HSPQ) (Cattell and Cattell, 1969). The common factors 
are: A (Sizothymia —  Affectothymia); B (Less intelligent —
More intelligent); C (Lower ego strength —  Higher ego 
strength); E (Submissiveness —  Dominance); F (Desurgency —  
Surgency); G (Weaker superego strength —  Stronger superego 
strength); H (Threctia —  Parmia); I (Harria —  Premsia);
0 (Untroubled adequacy —  Guilt proneness); Qg (Group 
adherence —  Self-sufficiency); Q̂  (Low integration —
High self-concept control) and Q̂  (Low ergic tension —
High ergic tension).
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The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing 
(IPAT) scales were chosen because they are part of a well 
researched, paper-pencil series of temperament tests which 
apply to the age range of the Ss for this study. It was 
also judged that the factor pureness of the scores would 
made interpretation of the results easier to accomplish.
The predictor variables of particular importance 
to this study are the various scores of the KTSA. The 
scores will be described in three sets: (a) semi-objective
scores, (b) objective scores and (c) derived scores based 
on various clinical hypotheses offered by Kahn.
The semi-objective scores follow the instructions 
given by Kahn in the Administration and Scoring Manual 
(1936) except as noted. The NE was calculated in the 
standard manner (Kahn, 1936). Additionally the NB was 
calculated in the standard manner excepting that, if 
testing the limits was done, the score for that arrangement 
(Arrangement VI) was not included, and the additional (E) 
and (F) scores were also excluded. The NE computed in 
this manner is labeled "NE Revised." In computing the 
score of individual symbolization categories, each score 
is a count of the raw frequencies of the respective 
category (A, B, C, D, E, F, X, Y and Z) with the exception 
of categories (E) and (F). These two categories are 
scored as an addition to another category according to 
the Administration and Scoring Manual (Kahn, 1936).
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For this variable (E) and (F) are only scored when they 
oecur as the only possible score. The theoretical limits 
for each of these nine categories is 0-24* The 
semi-objective scores total nine frequency counts, the NE 
based on the frequencies and the assigned weights for 
each category (Kahn, 1936), and the NE Revised. The range 
for the NE and NE Revised is from 0 to about 200.
Psychometric scoring always involves the summarizing 
of data and therefore the loss of information. The loss of 
information will be obvious in the descriptions of scoring 
procedures for the objective KTSA variables. For many of 
these scores each object is treated as equal to every 
other object, which is probably not a valid assumption in 
terms of personality functioning. For example a simple 
count of the number of objects placed in HATE during the 
sorting task was made. It seems highly unlikely that 
three hearts placed in HATE would mean the same as three 
other objects sorted into the HATE category.
The testing of the limits was eliminated from the 
semi-objective scoring, but included as an objective score 
labeled "Limits Tested." The score is 0 or 1 depending 
on whether or not the limits were tested.
Arrangement III is a recall task in which the S is 
required to duplicate his performance on Arrangement II. 
"Recall 1" score is the S's guess of how many objects he 
will be able to place as he did before. "Recall 2" is the
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guess of how many objeots he actually arranged oorreotly. 
"Recall 3" is the actual number of objects which were 
correct plus & credit for objects placed within one 
segment of its placement in Arrangement II (Kahn, 1956).
The range for all of the Recall scores is 0-15*
The position of the objects on the felt strip is 
counted according to objects slanted, inverted, overlapping 
or off segment (Kahn, 1956, pp. 304-305)* For this study 
the "Position" score is the total frequency of all of 
these possibilities for all arrangements and has a range 
of 0 to 150 or above.
"Togetherness" is the number of similarly shaped 
objects plaoed next to each other for Arrangements I-V. 
There are 3 hearts, 3 dogs, 3 stars and 2 butterflies 
comprising the similarly shaped objects which give a 
0-55 range for this score.
Kahn (1956, p. 313) gives the norms for the naming 
task which follows Arrangement I. The "Naming" score is 
the number of objects named according to these norms.
The limits for this variable are 0-15.
The sorting task requires that the S place the 
objects in areas labeled LOVE, HATE, BAD, GOOD, LIVING, 
DEAD, LARGE and SHALL. The number of objects placed in 
each category constitute the sorting scores. The the­
oretical limit for each category is 0-15; however, it is 
unlikely that a S will place all objects in one category.
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Sorting ratios are also suggested by Kahn (1956).
The "Emotional" ratio is the number of objects in LOVE, 
HATE, BAD, GOOD, LIVING and DEAD divided by the number 
in LAHGE and SMALL. "Positive" is the number in LOVE, 
LIVING and GOOD divided by the number in HATE, BAD and 
DEAD. One other ratio suggested by Kahn is the number 
of objects in LABGE divided by the number in SMALL and 
is labeled "Size."
During the test administration the direction in 
which the S arranges the objects is checked for each 
arrangement as to left-right, right-left, mixed, or center 
(Kahn, 1956). In the auxiliary evaluation guide (Kahn, 
1960) the significance of each direction is discussed 
with a different meaning hypothesized for each one. Por 
the purposes of this investigation, however, directions 
other than left to right are considered equal, and the 
"Direction" score is the number of arrangements approached 
in a left-right manner. The range is 0-3.
A similar situation as discussed above for the 
direction score holds for arrangement time. The "Time" 
score varies from 0 to 5 and consists of the number of 
arrangements completed in medium time (26"-90") ignoring 
the potentially different meanings of the other arrangement 
times.
Similarly, the contact variable was simplified.
The "Contact" score is the number of times during the
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naming and symbolization tasks that the S touched, pioked 
up or held objects in his hand. The range is 0-30.
The "Preference” score is the number of hearts, 
dogs and butterflies placed on segments 1-3 for Arrangement 
IV. The range is 0-8.
Following the third arrangement the transparent 
heart, star, butterfly and circle are removed from the 
strip and S is asked to place each of these objects over 
one of the objects remaining on the strip. Kahn (1957) 
reports that the large transparent heart is usually placed 
over another heart, the star over one of the stars, the 
butterfly over the other butterfly and the circle over the 
cross. He then discusses some possible meanings for 
failure to follow this pattern. For this study the "Objects 
Over" task was scored 0-4; the S receiving one point for 
each placement according to the norms mentioned above.
The next two variables are derived from "formulae" 
given by Kahn as interpretive guidelines. Kahn (1957) 
discusses signs that are hypothesized as predictive of 
future adjustment. Four of these signs are used for the 
present study. According to Kahn, poor performance on 
Arrangements I and II which then improves for Arrangement 
V as noted by the signs is indicative of good prognosis.
For this study the signs were scored if they were present 
on Arrangement V regardless of performance on prior 
arrangements. The signs noted for the "Adjustment Index"
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are: (a) (X), (Y), or (Z) reason for arrangement, (b)
no objects out of position, (c) medium time and (d) left 
to right direction. The score varies from 0 to 4.
The "Rigidity-Motility" index is the amount of 
movement beyond demonstrated capacity to restrain 
movement (Kahn, 1960). The number of similarly placed 
objects for each pair of arrangements is subtracted from 
the actual number correct for the recall task (Arrangement 
III). All of the scores obtained in this manner are 
added to obtain a single number. The formula (ll/ill - 
I/II) + (II/III - III/IV) + (II/III - IV/V) yields a 
score range of 0-45.
It should be noted that every one of the KTSA 
scores as they are used in this study will always appear 
in the protocol of a S, and he will have the same number 
of opportunities to score for each variable as every 
other S.
This concludes the description of the predictor 
variables. There are 3 demographic variables, 15 variables 
related to intelligence, 3 achievement scores, 12 factors 
from the HSPQ and the 16 FF, and 36 KTSA variables. There 
are a total of 69 predictor variables utilized for the 
investigation.
Criterion Variables:
The criterion variables are derivative scores based 
on the daily token records of each S. As was mentioned
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earlier, the pilot study (Boothe and Greenleaf, 1970) held 
time in the program constant and used total tokens earned 
and the number of fines, freezes, and demotions as criteria. 
For the present investigation it was judged desirable to 
utilize the complete token record of each S, which meant 
that time must be controlled in some other way.
Two scores were designed to reflect overall success 
without being affected by the amount of time the S spent 
on the Unit. The first score is the most obvious and is 
obtained by dividing the total tokens earned by the number 
of weeks the S spent on the Unit. Since earning power 
increases as the S is promoted from Level I to IV, the S 
who makes rapid progress within the token economy should 
have a higher weekly average of tokens earned than the S 
who progresses more slowly. Therefore, "Average Tokens" 
should reflect rate of success.
Another ratio which should reflect success is total 
tokens earned divided by total possible ("Ratio Earned"). 
Logically, this score should reflect ultimate success in­
dependent of rate of progress. However, it is expected 
that this variable will be somewhat correlated with the 
first measure since consistency of performance is one of 
the criteria for promotion to a higher level.
Another way to control for the time factor is to 
choose a variable that is set ahead of time and does not 
necessarily vary with time. Therefore, the highest level
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achieved and maintained for at least two weeks is the 
third token economy variable. If the S were discharged 
before the two weeks were up, it was counted. The "Level" 
score is 1-4 according to the scoring directions.
A S is demoted to a lower level if he begins to 
demonstrate difficulties with behaviors which he supposedly 
mastered on a lower level. Therefore, the number of 
demotions should reflect consistency, but in a way diff­
erent from the second variable. Some Ss progress well for 
a time, then become inconsistent in certain areas and are 
demoted. They may repeat this pattern several times 
during their stay on the Unit. If the length of time that 
they are inconsistent is relatively short the "Average 
Tokens" will not be seriously affected, while they may be 
demoted several times thus affecting the "Demotion" score.
Two other scores are representative of problem 
behavior. The number of fines and time outs (called 
"freeze" in the Unit program) constitutes the "Behavior 
Incident" score. Whether or not the S eloped (left the 
hospital without permission) is also entered in a yes-no 
(1, 0) fashion and constitutes the "Eloped" variable.
The last criterion is the number of weeks the S 
spent in the treatment program ("Weeks”). There are a 
total of seven criteria chosen to reflect token economy 
performance.
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Appendix A presents a summary of all variables in 
tabular form with brief descriptions. Also included is 
the respective abbreviated label for each variable which 
was used for the data analysis.
Procedures
The test data are collected within ten days after 
the Ss are admitted to the Adolescent Unit. The tests 
are administered and scored by master's level psychologists 
or specially trained technicians with bachelor's degrees.
The token economy record for each S is recorded 
each day, and a weekly summary is prepared every Friday.
Upon the S's discharge, record totals are figured 
according to several categories, and the criterion variables 
discussed above are computed.
All of the variables chosen for the study were 
tabulated and coded for data analysis by computer.
Statistical Analysiss
The hypothesis for this study was investigated 
by means of canonical correlation analysis of the data.
A canonical correlation is basically a multiple regression 
procedure generalized to allow the use of more than one 
criterion variable (Cooley and Lohnes, 1962). Cooley and 
Lohnes (1962) define canonical correlation as the maximum 
correlation between linear functions of the sets of pre­
dictor and criterion variables. They point out that
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several linear combinations are often possible and then 
add, "Each pair of functions is so determined as to max­
imize the correlation between the new pair of canonical 
variates, subject to the restrictions that they be 
independent of previously derived linear combinations" 
(Cooley and Lohnes, 1962, p. 35). In other words, the 
canonical solution will provide the maximum correlation 
between selected linear components of the predictor and 
criterion sets of variables. If enough variance remains 
in the matrix after the first canonical correlation is 
extracted, the correlation between the next pair of 
linear components, which is orthogonal to the first 
pair, is computed. The canonical analysis gives an 
estimation of the relationship between the sets of pre­
dictor and criterion variables.
Stewart and Love (1968) have pointed out that a 
significant canonical correlation may be obtained between 
linear components which do not represent a large portion 
of their respective variances. They developed a redun­
dancy index to provide an indication of the proportion 
of one linear component (e.g., criterion) that can be 
predicted from the other member of the pair (i.e., the 
linear component of the predictor variables associated 
with the respective criterion component). By computing 
this index for each pair of variates and summing, the 
proportion of variance of the criterion variables
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predictable from the set of predictor variables and the 
inverse are obtained. It was felt that this information 
would provide guidelines for how the canonical correla­
tions should be interpreted and, in conjunction with the 
level of significance, help determine which correlations 
were interpretable.
In the process of computing the canonical 
correlation, the intercorrelations among the predictor 
variables and the criterion variables are computed. The 
resulting intercorrelation matrix reveals the relationships 
existing between the variables within each set.
The .05 level of significance was chosen as the 
guideline for this study. It was felt that this signifi­
cance level would reveal as many possible relationships 
as might exist, while the use of canonical analysis would 
minimize the chance of a Type I error in research involving 
many variables. Therefore, a rather low level of signifi­
cance was judged appropriate for an exploratory investigation 
such as the present study.
The Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) program for 
canonical correlation was used for data analysis. This 
program also provided the basic correlation matrix. The 
SAS was the only program in operation which would handle 
the number of variables used for the study and would 
provide the canonical loadings necessary to compute the 
redundancy index. However, the redundancy index had to 
be computed on a calculator.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results will be approached from the more general 
analysis continuing to the more specific as the data merit. 
This strategy was chosen to reduce chance of Type I error. 
Also, discussion will follow each results presentation in 
order to make optimal use of the tabular presentations.
Rather than following the convention of referring 
to the two sets of data as the "left set" and the "right 
set", the predictor variables and the criterion variables 
will be referred to as the predictor set and criterion 
set respectively.
Table 1 presents the canonical correlations for all 
variates of the predictor and criterion sets. Also in­
cluded are the respective Chi-Bquares, degrees of freedom 
and levels of significance. The correlations range from 
•995 to .826. According to the .05 level of significance, 
four of the canonical correlations are significant and 
the sizes of the correlations are impressive.
The redundancy analysis for these canonical corre­
lations is presented in Table 2. Columns 1 and 2 show 
the canonical correlations and their squares. The squared 
canonical correlation is the variance shared by the paired 
linear components of the predictor and criterion sets.
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TABLE 1
CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Canonical
Variate
Canonical
Correlation Chi-Square df Probability
1 .995 748.381 483 .0001
2 .980 558.149 408 .0001
3 .972 424.824 335 .0006
4 .963 305.330 264 .0408
5 .929 196.019 195 .4660
6 .892 113.634 128 .8138
7 .826 47.565 63 .9260
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TABLE 2 
REDUNDANCY ANALYSIS
Canonical
Variate
I
Canonical
R
II
Shared
Variance
III
Variance
Extracted
VC
IV V 
Redundancy Proportion
D 2 Of
e * Redundancy
Criterion Set
1 .995* .990 .122 .121 .136
2 .980# .960 .258 .248 .278
3 .972# .944 .057 .054 .061
4 .963* .928 .173 .161 .180
5 .929 .863 .195 .168 .189
6 .892 .797 .067 .053 .060
7 .826 .682 .128 .087 .098
Total .999 .892
Predictor Set
1 .995* .990 ir\CMo. .024 .243
2 .980# .960 .012 .011 .110
3 .972* .944 .014 .013 .126
4 .963* .928 .012 .011 .112
5 .929 .863 .019 .016 .161
6 .892 .797 .014 .011 .113
7 .826 .682 .020 .014 .134
Total .115 .100
*P <  .05
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The third column presents the proportion of the variance 
within the set which is extracted by each respective 
oanonical variate. The fourth column is the amount of 
variance extracted by the canonical variate which is 
predicted by the variance in the other set (the redundant 
variance). Column 5 expresses the values of column 4 as 
proportions of the total redundancy. It should be noted 
that while the upper and lower portions of Table 2 are 
labeled "Criterion Set" and "Predictor Set" respectively 
(as indicated earlier), the lower portion actually 
reverses these roles and gives an index for the redun­
dancy in the predictor set given the criterion set (i.e., 
the predictor set is considered the criterion).
Inspection of Table 2 allows the following 
observations:
1. The seven canonical variates extract 100# 
of the variance from the criterion set.
2. The redundancy of the criterion set (token 
economy variables) given the predictor set (KTSA and 
nomological net) is .89. More specifically, the KTSA 
and nomological network predict 89# of the variance in 
the token economy variables.
3* Of the four significant canonical variates, 
variate 2 accounts for the largest amount of redundant 
variance (28#) and variate 3 the least (6#) in the 
criterion set.
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4* The four significant canonical variates account 
for 65# of the redundant variance of the criterion set.
5. The seven canonical variates of the predictor 
set extract only 12# of the variance of that set.
6. Only 10# of the variance in the predictor Bet 
is predicted by the variance in the criterion set. That 
is, the token economy variables predict only 10# of the 
variance associated with the KTSA and nomological network.
7. Canonical variate 1 accounts for 24# of the 
redundant variance, while the remaining variance is 
fairly evenly distributed among the other variates of 
the predictor set.
8. The four significant canonical variates for 
the predictor set account for 59# of the redundant 
variance.
9. Some of the non-significant variates account 
for a larger proportion of the redundant variance than 
some of the first variates. Particularly variate 5 
illustrates this situation for both sets of variables.
These observations suggest that the first two 
canonical variates are probably the more important 
factors. However, a large proportion of the redundant 
variance is associated with canonical variate 4 for both 
sets of variables.
It is apparent that a large proportion of the 
criterion set is represented in the intersection of the
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criterion and predictor sets, while the greater proportion 
of the predictor set is outside of the intersection. This 
situation is represented pictorally in Figure 1.
While the circumstance represented in Figure 1 was 
not specifically predicted, it is not unexpected. The 
author would be surprised if the criteria chosen for study 
represented the major proportion of the variance in the 
predictor set. Groups (e.g., brain damaged) for which the 
KTSA has demonstrated predictive ability were not repre­
sented in the sample, and the variables composing the 
nomological network were included for their possible 
effect on KTSA performance rather than for their expected 
predictive ability for the criterion variables.
The observations based on Table 2 suggest that the 
first two canonical variates are the more important. 
However, interpretation of the fourth variate was also 
undertaken since a rather large proportion of the redundant 
variance was associated with that variate. Therefore, 
in-depth interpretation was attempted for canonical 
variates 1, 2 and 4*
In order to make the presentation more understand­
able, Table 3 presents only the canonical loadings equal to 
or larger than .200. Suppressing those loadings which were 
lower resulted in 25 predictor variables being excluded 
from the table. The canonical loadings for all variables
CRITERION
nauRE I
REDUNDANCY OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION 
SETS OF VARIABLES
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TABLE 3
CANONICAL LOADINGS 
(LOADINGS <.200 SUPPRESSED*)
Variable 1
Canonical Variate 
2 3 4 5 6 7
Structure of Criterion Set
AVTOKEN .798 .494 .207
RATIOER -.294 . ov 00 .246 .533 -.223 -.264
LEVEL .790 .217 .203 .500
DEUOT -.213 .708 -.434 .431
BEHINC .518 -.229 .444 .658
ELOPED -.604 .465 .437 .390
WEEKS .254 .631 .703
Structure of Predictor Set
AGE -.228
RACE .277 .278
FSIQ -.224
VIQ VOCM.1
INFO .223
COMPHE -.254 -.267
ARITH .241
DIGITSP -.274
VOCAB -.212
DIGITSY -.236
PICCOMP .208
BLOCKDE .293
SCATTER .229
TABLE 3 (continued)
6 6
Canonical Variate
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
AOHIEV -.261
GRADEDI .221 -.212
CATDIST -.262
PACB -.328
PACC -.331
PACP -.218
PACG .224
PACI -.311 .315
PACQ2 .246
PACQ3 -.222 -.269
KTSANE .277
KTSANER .294
ABIZ .237 .205
BNOREA .279
CREPEAT -.303
EPORM -.369
XGENRAL i . u> o 00
YASSOC -.230 .267
ZABSTR .362 -.217
RECALL1 .202 -.219 -.252
RECALL2 -.246
LOVE -.250
HATE -.231
BAD .205 .202
GOOD -.273 -.203
EMOTION -.220
POSITIVE -.299
TIME .228
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TABLE 3 (continued)
Variable 1 2
Canonical Variate 
3 4 5 6 7
CONTACT
PHEF
ADJINDX
.261 oCM.1
-.452
^Suppressing values <.200 resulted in some variables 
being eliminated. A complete table of canonical loadings is 
presented in Appendix B, Table B-1.
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are presented in Appendix By Table B-1. Variables excluded 
from Table 3 because they had no loadings above .200 are 
marked with an asterisk in Table B-1•
The presentation of the loadings in Table 3 
illustrates clearly that the factors for the criterion 
set extract more variance than do the respective factors 
from the set of predictor variables. Thus, a visual 
inspection of the loadings supports what is represented 
mathematically by the redundancy index. However, the 
relationships regarding specific variates are not as 
obvious in Table 3 as they are in the redundancy analysis.
Each of the three canonical variates which were 
interpreted were extracted from Table 3 and are presented 
in Tables 4, 5 and 6 (canonical variates 1, 2 and 4 
respectively). The variables in these tables are ranked 
from the highest positive loading to the highest negative 
loading. A similar presentation of the remaining can­
onical variates can be found in Appendix B, Tables B-2 
through B-5.
As interpretations of the canonical variates are 
attempted, the reader should remember that the data were 
collected at a single treatment program and that the Ss 
were a select sample of the population of emotionally 
disturbed adolescents.
The ranked loadings for canonical variate 1 
(presented in Table 4) represent a high correlation
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TABLE 4
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 1
Rc = .995**
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
BNOREA .279 BEHINC .518
RACE .277 WEEKS .254
TIME .228 RATIOER -.294
GRADEDI .221 ELOPED -.604
BAD .205
FSIQ -.224
DIGITSY -.236
COMPRE -.254
VIQ VOCM.1
ACHIEV -.261
GOOD -.273
DIGITSP -.274
POSITIVE -.299
FACB -.328
EFORM -.369
*Loadings <  .200 suppressed.
* * p  = .0001
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(R_ = .995) 'between a pair of bipolar components. Thev
predictor factor seems to describe 3s who are unable to 
meet the demands of culturally structured situations, rep­
resented here by school achievement and the KTSA variables. 
The loadings for the various intelligence scores give the 
impression that the Ss are of lower intellectual capacity. 
However, these loadings represent low scores on the in­
telligence tests at the beginning of treatment. Clinical 
impressions suggest that Ss often show an increase in 
achievement and IQ performance upon post-testing following 
treatment. Therefore, we are dealing with test performance, 
which may be affected by many factors, rather than with 
aotual intellectual capacity. Also, the Wechsler sub-scales 
which have the highest loadings are those that represent 
attention and judgment abilities.
Negroes tend to fall at the positive end of the 
factor. This probably results from the fact that Negroes 
are not Htrained*t to meet the demands of the broader 
culture which is structured largely by Caucasians. The 
lack of "training" affects performance and is independent 
of intellectual capacity. Therefore, the reader is 
cautioned against making the assumption that these loadings 
represent low intellectual capacity until further research 
clarifies the meaning of this factor.
Kahn (1957) says that the (B) responses (no reason 
for arrangements or no symbolization) represent a failure
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to meet the requirements of the KTSA. Since even a per­
ceptual response (D, E or F) would qualify for more than 
a (B), Kahn says that (B) responses probably result from 
a refusal to respond due to insecurity, poor motivation 
or other similar reasons. The loadings on this factor 
seem to support Kahnfs interpretation of (B) responses.
It is clear from this canonical variate that Ss 
who cannot fulfill the demands of culturally structured 
situations have many fines and freezes in the token 
economy, do not earn a high proportion of tokens and do 
not run away from the Unit. One way to fail in the 
program is to get out of the situation. These Ss stay, 
but continue to have conflicts with the rules.
It seems almost redundant (in fact it is —  Table 
2) to say that Ss who do not meet the demands of culturally 
structured situations (KTSA and other tests), do not meet 
the demands of another culturally structured situation 
(token economy).
Table 5 presents the second pair of canonical 
variates (Rc = .980), each of which appears to be bipolar. 
However, the negative end is weak for both members of the 
pair. The predictor component primarily indicates that 
the Ss manipulated concepts on a symbolic level. A 
secondary loading is FAC G which for this variate prob­
ably reflects persistence, organized thinking and ability 
to concentrate. The negative end of this component is a
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TABLE 5
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 2
R = .980** c
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
ZABSTR .362 AVTOKEN .798
ETSANER .294 LEVEL .790
KTSANE .277 RATIOER . 648
FACG .224 DEMOT -.213
XGENRAL I . o 00 BEHINC -.229
*Loadings <  .200 suppressed.
**p s .0001
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limited capacity for conceptualization and functioning 
on the generalization level only.
The factor for the criteria is represented on the 
positive pole by high loadings on variables which were 
hypothesized to represent "success" in the token economy. 
These variables indicate that the Ss earned a high number 
of tokens per week, obtained a high level while on the 
Unit and earned a large proportion of the tokens which 
were possible for them to earn. The negative end is 
represented by variables which suggest inconsistency in 
performance and conflict with the rules of the Unit. 
Taking both ends together, this factor could be labeled 
"success" in this particular treatment program. Thus, 
this canonical variate indicates that Ss who are capable 
of and do function on a symbolic level exhibit behaviors 
which represent success in the token economy.
As was discussed earlier, the interpretation of 
canonical variate 3 was not attempted due to its low 
proportion of redundant variance. Therefore, the next 
variate to be discussed is canonical variate 4, which is 
presented in Table 6, and represents a large correlation 
(Rc * .963) between the predictor and criterion sets.
The predictor component is a combination of IPAT 
factor scores and KTSA variables. The component seems to 
describe Ss characterized by a demanding dependency and 
a capacity to verbalize hostility. There is also a
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TABLE 6
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 4
Variable
Rc =
Predictor
Loading
.963**
Variable
Criterion
Loading
FACI -.311 WEEKS .631
HATE -.231 RATIOER .533
FACQ3 -.222 AVTOKEN .494
RECALL1 -.219 BEHINC .444
FACF COCM•1 LEVEL .203
ZABSTR -.217
VOCAB -.212
*Loadings <.200 suppressed.
**p = .0408
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tendency for theBe Ss to be impulsive and overestimate 
their capacity. However, the loading on IPAT FAC Q3 is 
unclear. This IPAT factor represents the degree to which 
the individual has developed a socially approved self-image. 
It is possible that the loading is understood as an 
overestimation of capacity. From this point of view the 
self-image would be higher than capacity. It is also 
possible that the self-image may be in keeping with ca­
pacity, but the individual is not living up to it, perhaps 
due to the dependency. If the person iB also rather verbal, 
it tends to exaggerate the problems associated with the 
mode of functioning described by the component.
The above pattern is negatively correlated (R *c
•963) with the criterion component which describes a 
longer stay on the Unit and earning tokens. The loading 
for BEHINC probably results from its built-in correlation 
with the WEEKS variable. The conclusion seems to be that 
the type of person described by the predictor component 
does not remain in the program long enough to earn tokens 
or to get many fines or freezes.
The results of the canonical analysis indicate that
*
the predictor and criterion variables are significantly 
interrelated, although the relationship is somewhat one 
sided. The results indicate that interpretation of the 
zero-order correlations may be undertaken with some con­
fidence that they represent "real" relationships instead 
of chance occurrences.
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The large number of correlations makes it impossible 
to present the complete correlation matrix. Therefore, 
only certain correlations suggested by the literature or 
those which add to the understanding of the KTSA variables 
are presented and discussed.
None of the KTSA norm studies mention whether or 
not racial groups other than whites were included. In 
this study, race was not only correlated with several 
other variables to be discussed shortly, but it also 
loaded significantly (.277) on the first canonical variate. 
Generalization from these results must be completely 
suspended at this time. There were only seven Negroes in 
the sample (N = 80), and the study dealt with emotionally 
disturbed teenagers. The correlations reported are in­
tended only as suggestions for future research.
Race was negatively correlated with all of the 
intelligence variables, only 2 out of 14 failing to reach 
significance. The correlation with Pull Scale IQ (PSIQ) 
was -.40, indicating that Negroes obtained lower IQ’s.
This result is supported by a growing body of research, 
which shows that the tests discriminate against Negroes.
The KTSA NE was also negatively correlated (r = -.26) with 
race. The correlation is small, but significant, and the 
possible relationship should be investigated further.
The review of KTSA research showed that only one 
study had directly investigated possible effects of sex
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of the S upon KTSA variahleB (Wyman, 1963). The results 
of Wyman's study were not conclusive. The present study 
found only one significant correlation of a possible 36.
Sex correlated .22 with (X) responses. It is concluded 
that sex is not related to KTSA performance for this sample.
The KTSA literature is consistent in revealing age 
effects on KTSA performance, especially the various symbol 
scores (Guerin, 1966; Guerin and Abdin, 1967 and Abdin, 
1966a). Results of these studies with normals suggest 
that the NE, (Y) and (Z) increase and (A) decreases with 
age. Correlations obtained with emotionally disturbed 
teenagers (see Table 7) are low but tend to support 
similar trends for NE and (Z). As (A) is higher in 
disturbed groups, the finding of no relationship is 
expected. Additional findings include the decrease in 
(D) and (X) responses with increasing age which is also 
not surprising. These results point to a need for 
research specifically designed to investigate the effects 
of age upon KTSA performance.
According to Kahn’s theorizing (Kahn, 1957)t no 
significant correlations should be found between the KTSA 
(especially NE) and either Wechsler IQ or sub-scales, 
since the sample is composed of emotionally disturbed 
individuals. However, Table 8 shows that a large number 
of significant relationships exist not only between the 
NE and PSIQ (r = .344), but also among many of the
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TABLE 7
CORRELATIONS OP SELECTED KTSA 
VARIABLES WITH AGE
Variable r
KTSANE .208
KTSANER .228*
ABIZ -.086
BNOREA .013
CREPEAT .153
DNAME -.220*
EPORM oIT\0a1
PCOLOR -.121
XGENRAL -.222*
YASSOC -.099
ZABSTR .320*
NAMING -.202
* P  < .05
TABLE 8
CORRELATIONS OP SELECTED KTSA VARIABLES AND WECHSLER SCORES 
(CORRELATIONS .220 SUPPRESSED)*
P4 >H W H
H CO CO y R € COKTSA Of O wEH EHH PQ< EHM oo SO S<5 COH of O f H CS O c!j o o O •■3W M H O W M M O M M 1-3 M 69P* > F4 M O C CO P> > P> Ph PQ fk o
KTSANE .344 .410 .283 .406 .413 .483 .258KT SANER .326 .401 .276 .421 .412 .479 .252
ABIZ .312 .228
BNOREA -.340 -.404 -.361 -.388 -.405 1 . Lkl -P* OCREPEAT
DNAME -.250 -.275 -.307 -.386 -.496EFORM .260 .289 .221 .228PC0L0R
XGENRAL
YASS0C .279ZABSTR .231 .303 .303 .306 .389 .242RECALL 2 .320 .239 .320 .225 .335 .262 .336RECALL 3 .323 .225 .352 .295 .250 .283 .271 .288 .229TOGETHER .224 .311 .278NAMING .223 .297 .310 .238
SMALL -.273 -.281 1 • ro u* 00 -.237SIZE -.263 -.250 -.285 -.264 -.230 -.284RMINDEX .325 .257 .329 .265 .227 .258 .275 .241 .241
*P <.05
-4VO
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subscores of both tests. The correlation of .410 between 
the NE and VIQ is particularly interesting and shows that 
the KTSA is correlated more strongly with verbal than with 
non-verbal intellectual abilities.
Other significant relationships existed but are not 
included in Table 8 because the variables correlated with 
only one or two of the Wechsler scores. It will be recalled 
that scores of both tests loaded together on some of the 
canonical variates.
It is tempting to speculate further about the rela­
tionships in Table 8. However, a more appropriate approach 
would be a canonical analysis and/or factor analysis of the 
correlation matrix and is beyond the scope of this study.
It is clear that KTSA is related to intelligence 
for this sample. The correlations are not as large as the 
.736 between Otis IQ and KTSA NE found by Abdin (1966a) 
for children. Perhaps the 12-18 year age range of this 
sample represents the upper end of a developmental curve 
describing the relationship between KTSA performance and 
intelligence. It is also possible that the emotional 
disturbance lowers the size of the correlation.
The results indicate a need to replicate Abdin*s 
study of the IQ— KTSA relationships with other age ranges. 
The results further suggest that Kahn*s idea that NE and 
IQ would be unrelated in emotionally disturbed individuals 
may be erroneous.
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The only additional results to he presented are 
those whioh may add to the understanding of the KTSA 
variables and will focus on their correlations with the 
IPAT factors. These interpretations should only be 
accepted as tentative since multivariate analysis of the 
interrelations would be more appropriate.
Kahn (1957) hypothesized that the time for the 
arrangements reflects the individual's emotional control. 
TIME correlated .248 with PAC C which is emotional sta­
bility on the positive pole. This correlation tends to 
support Kahn's contention.
The (A) score is one of the major indications of 
schizophrenic processes in the KTSA diagnostic formulae 
(Kahn, 1957). Significant correlations of (A) were found 
with PAC A (-.271), PAC E (.272) and PAC G (-.238).
Every one of these correlations is a part of the IPAT 
schizophrenic profile. These results tend to support 
Kahn's faith in the (A) score as an indication of 
schizophrenia.
Other correlations were significant; however, 
interpretations will not be attempted since multivariate 
analysis would be more appropriate. These results indicate 
that such analyses should be profitable.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the outstanding needs in clinical psychology 
is for instruments to measure personality. Many areas of 
research (e.g., diagnosis, therapy, etc.) depend on the 
existence of such scientific measurements. The Kahn Test 
of Symbol Arrangement (KTSA) shows promise of combining 
the functions of a scientific and projective instrument 
for assessing personality.
Research with the KTSA has demonstrated that the 
test has adequate interscorer reliability and that it 
predicts diagnostic categories correctly about 80 per cent 
of the time. One study (Boothe and Greenleaf, 1970) 
suggested that the KTSA may be capable of predicting 
behaviors of emotionally disturbed adolescents in a token 
economy.
For this study a nomological network of variables, 
which the literature suggested might affect KTSA performance, 
was constructed. Additional variables were included which 
should be related to the KTSA scores and which might aid 
interpretation of the results. The variables composing 
the nomological net were: age, race, sex, 15 scores from
the Wechsler intelligence scales, 3 scores based on the
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California Achievement Test and 12 common factors from 
the High School Personality Questionnaire and the Sixteen 
Personality Factor Test. This network of variables was 
related to 36 KTSA scores.
The criterion variables were seven scores based on 
summaries of the total token economy records of patients 
in an adolescent treatment program. The scores were the 
number of tokens earned per week, ratio of tokens earned
to tokens possible, highest level achieved in the economy,
number of demotions, number of fines and freezes, and
number of weeks on the Unit.
All tests were administered to the Ss within 10 
days after admission to the Unit. The token economy 
variables were computed from the daily token records 
after the S was discharged from the program.
The Ss were 80 patients [age 12-18 (Mean = 15*6,
3D s 1*4); 42 males and 38 females; and 73 Caucasians, 7 
Negroes] who represent a Bample of moderately to severely 
disturbed teenagers. The sample was biased in that all 
Ss had parents who would participate in the program, and 
they all at least verbalized a willingness to cooperate 
in treatment.
The predictor and criterion sets of data were 
interrelated by a canonical correlation analysis. The 
analysis resulted in four significant canonical variates 
(Rc = .995-.963) which supported the hypothesis that the
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KTSA and nomological net administered at the beginning 
of treatment would predict the performance of Ss in the 
token economy.
With this sample, the KTSA predicted behaviors 
recorded in a token economy. Any generalization from 
these results should be attempted with extreme caution.
The sample is restricted to motivated, acutely disturbed 
adolescents who have at least minimal support from their 
families. Also, there is a chance that the results are 
specific to the particular treatment program used for the 
study. Cross-validation of these findings with other 
samples and in other treatment programs is needed.
The present study, taken with the study reported 
by Ulmer (1971), indicates that token economy variables 
form a potential source of criteria for research in 
measurement. The lack of other similar studies shows 
that these variables are relatively untapped for this 
purpose.
Comparison of the canonical correlations with the 
bivariate correlations makes it evident that the canonical 
analysis revealed dimensions of the variables which allow 
greater confidence for the prediction of the criteria theui 
any of the relationships between specific pairs of variables.
While the relationship between the predictors and 
criteria is strong, the redundancy analysis shows that the 
relationship is one-sided. Most of the variance (89$)
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in the criterion set is accounted for, but little (10#) 
of the predictor variance is used. There is no theoretical 
reason why the relationship should be symmetric; however, 
greater predictive efficiency may be possible by identify­
ing the variables in the predictor set with the highest 
loadings or with a suppressor effect.
The reduction in the number of predictor variables 
is the next step needed. With a fewer number of variables, 
factor scores could be computed for each canonical variate, 
and eventually cutoff scores could be developed to predict 
which students could profit from the treatment program.
This approach may be a step toward being able to answer 
parts of Paul's (1967) "ultimate question" for therapy.
If successful, it would be possible to specify "which 
individual" would profit from this particular program.
Another statistical approach which may add to the 
predictive power and efficiency is to factor analyze the 
predictor set, assign factor scores and then perform a 
canonical analysis. This procedure may use more of the 
variance in the predictor set.
The results clearly point out a need for further 
research regarding possible differences in KTSA performance 
according to age, race and intelligence. The intelligence 
effects could be investigated by a factor analysis or
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canonical analysis of KTSA and Wechsler score correlation 
matrix,
A similar multivariate approach using KTSA scores 
and responses to a well researched temperament instrument, 
such as the IPAT series, should shed light on the meaning 
of the KTSA variables.
This discussion of possible directions for multi­
variate research with the KTSA is by no means exhaustive.
It has been demonstrated by this investigation that a 
multivariate approach to the KTSA is profitable and should 
help develop its potential as an objective, temperament 
test. The range of quantified KTSA scores allows the 
possibility that this part of the KTSA could be developed 
into an instrument similar to the MMPI or 16 PP. The KTSA 
has the added advantage over such questionnaire tests of 
yielding scores based on more directly observable behaviors 
rather than questionnaire responses.
If the KTSA were to be developed as an objective 
personality instrument to the point mentioned above, why 
worry about "projective” potential? It was pointed out 
earlier that the use of the Rorschach continues because 
it provides a framework for an approximation of another 
person*s reality (Dana, 1965)* This author feels that 
such information will always be important in clinical 
practice no matter how far clinical psychology moves in 
the desirable direction of computerized test interpretation
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(Meehl, 1956; Fiske and Pearson, 1970). The KTSA is 
promising for both of these approaches to understanding 
personality. Continued research aimed at developing the 
potential of the KTSA can be recommended based on the 
present research findings.
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TABLE A-1
VARIABLE LIST, DESCRIPTION AND LABEL
Variable Brief Description Label
Age S*s age in months ACE
Race Black or White (1 or 0) RACE
Sex Male or Female (1 or 0) SEX
FSIQ Wechsler Full Scale Intelligence FSIQ
VIQ Wechsler Verbal Intelligence VIQ
PIQ Wechsler Performance 
Intelligence PIQ
Information Wechsler Sub-scale Score INFO
Comprehension Wechsler Sub-scale Score COMPRE
Arithmetic Wechsler Sub-scale Score ARITH
Similarities Wechsler Sub-scale Score SIMIL
Digit Span Wechsler Sub-scale Score DICITSP
Vocabulary Wechsler Sub-scale Score VOCAB
Digit Symbol Wechsler Sub-scale Score DIGITSY
Picture Completion Wechsler Sub-scale Score PICCOMP
Block Design Wechsler Sub-scale Score BLOCKDE
Picture Arrangement Wechsler Sub-scale Score PICARR
Object Assembly Wechsler Sub-scale Score OBJASSE
Scatter Highest scaled score - lowest 
scaled score + 1 SCATTER
Achievement CAT total battery score by 
year and month ACHIEV
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TABLE A-1 (continued)
Variable Brief Description Label
Grade Placement 
Differential
Grade placement - Achievement 
+ 10 GRADEDI
CAT Emotional 
Disturbance
CAT math score 2 years below 
the lower of other CAT scores CATDIST
Sizothymia—  
Affectothymia IPAT Factor A raw score FACA
Less intelligent—  
More intelligent IPAT Factor B raw score FACB
Lower ego strength—  
Higher ego strength IPAT Factor C raw score FACC
Submi ssiveness—  
Dominance IPAT Factor E raw score FACE
Desurgency—  
Surgency IPAT Factor F raw score FACF
Weaker superego 
strength— Stronger 
superego strength
IPAT Factor G raw score FACG
Threctia— Parmia IPAT Factor H raw score FACH
Harria— Premsia IPAT Factor I raw score FAC I
Untroubled adequacy 
— Guilt proneness IPAT Factor 0 raw score FACO
Group adherence—  
Self-sufficiency IPAT Factor Q2 raw score FACQ2
Low integration—  
High self-concept 
control
IPAT Factor Q3 raw score FACQ3
Low ergic tension—  
High ergic tension IPAT Factor Q4 raw score FACQ4
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TABLE A-1 (c ont inue d)
Variable Brief Description Label
KTSA Numerical 
Element
KTSA Numerical Element scored 
in standard manner KTSANE
KTSA Numerical 
Element Revised
KTSA NE with additional (E) 
& (F) eliminated KTSANER
A Number of KTSA bizzare responses ABIZ
B Number of KTSA responses with no 
symbolization attempted BNOREA
C Number of KTSA repeated 
responses CREPEAT
D Number of KTSA Naming responses DNAME
E Number of KTSA form responses 
as primary response only EFORM
P Number of KTSA color responses 
as primary response only FCOLOR
X Number of KTSA generalization 
responses XGENRAL
Y Number of KTSA association 
responses YASSOC
Z Number of KTSA abstraction 
responses ZABSTR
Limits Tested Whether or not the Arrangement 
VI was administered (1 or 0) TESTLMT
Recall 1 Number S guessed could place 
accurately RECALL1
Recall 2 Number S guessed as correct RECALL2
Recall 3 Number correct RECALL3
Position Number of objects slanted; 
inverted, overlapping or 
off-segment
POSITION
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TABLE A-1 (continued)
Variable Brief Description Label
Togetherness Number of similarly shaped 
objects on adjacent segments TOGETHER
Naming Number of objects named 
according to norms NAMING
Love Number of objects placed in Love LOVE
Hate Number of objects placed in Hate HATE
Bad Number of objects placed in Bad BAD
Good Number of objects placed in Good GOOD
Living Number of objects placed in 
Living LIVING
Dead Number of objects placed in Dead DEAD
Small Number of objects placed in Small SMALL
Large Number of objects placed in Large LARGE
Emotional Number in Love, Hate, Bad, Good, 
Living and Dead divided by Large 
and Small
EMOTION
Positive Love, Living and Good divided 
by Hate, Bad and Dead POSITIVE
Size Large divided by Small SIZE
Direction Number of left-right arrangements DIRECT
Time Number of medium time 
arrangements TIME
Contact Number of times S touched, etc. CONTACT
Preference Number of Hearts, dogs and 
butterflies on segments 1-8 for 
Arrangement IV
PREF
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TABLE A-1 (continued)
Variable Brief Description Label
Objects Over Number of transparent objects 
placed over according to norms 0BJ0VER
Adjustment Index Number of "positive" signs for 
Arrangement V ADJINDX
Rigidity-Motility
Index
Number of objects placed 
similarly for each pair of 
Arrangements subtracted from 
Recall 3
RMINDEX
Average Tokens Number of tokens earned divided 
by number of weeks S was on Unit AVTOKEN
Ratio Earned Tokens earned divided by total 
possible RATIOER
Level Highest level earned and 
maintained LEVEL
Demotions Number of demotions DEMOT
Behavior Incidents Number of fines and freezes BEHINC
Eloped Whether S eloped or not ELOPED
Weeks Number of weeks S was on Unit WEEKS
APPENDIX B 
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TABLE B-1
CANONICAL LOADINGS: ALL VARIABLES
Variable
Canonical Variate 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Structure for Criterion Set
AVTOKEN -.183 .798 CO.1 .494 .207 .006 -.097
RATIOER -.294 .648 .246 .533 .171 -.223 -.264
LEVEL .114 .790 .217 .203 .500 -.040 -.150
DEMOT -.159 -.213 -.176 .154 .708 -.434 .431
BEHINC .518 -.229 -.036 .444 .117 -.184 .658
SLOPED -.604 -.146 .465 -.145 -.182 .437 .390
WEEKS .254 .082 -.103 .631 .703 .076 .143
Structure for Predictor Set
AGE -.136 .036 -.080 -.082 -.125 .174 -.228
RACE .277 -.005 .278 -.098 -.041 -.122 -.155
SEX* .109 -.135 -.126 .145 -.034 -.063 .149
FSIQ -.224 -.010 -.172 -.024 .167 -.011 -.009
VIQ -.261 -.027 -.133 -.054 .110 .012 -.131
PIQ* -.130 -.052 -.162 .021 .177 -.024 .132
INFO -.187 .040 -.041 .034 .223 .044 .042
COMPRE -.254 .022 -.145 1 • 0 VJ1 00 -.000 .121 -.267
ARITH -.199 .089 -.040 .069 .241 .007 -.132
SIMIL* -.156 .060 -.010 -.161 .058 .047 -.112
DIGITSP -.274 -.007 -.027 -.036 .179 -.015 -.108
VOCAB -.190 .017 -.159 -.212 .045 -.026 -.078
DIGITSY -.236 .193 -.066 -.059 .035 -.160 .106
PICCOMP -.130 -.155 -.173 .094 -.049 GOO• .208
BLOCKDS .027 -.053 -.152 .004 .293 .165 .162
TABLE B-1 (continued)
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Variable 1 2
Canonical Variate 
3 4 5 6 7
PICARR* -.045 -.118 -.129 .013 .177 -.150 .mo
OBJASSE* -.135 -.050 -.025 .027 .165 .030 -.040
SCATTER .082 .039 .040 .029 .157 -.077 .229
ACHIEV -.261 .197 -.001 .016 .028 .037 -.108
GRADEDI .221 -.094 .054 -.116 -.212 -.002 .098
CATDIST -.100 .009 -.262 -.002 -.100 .057 .015
FACA# -.066 -.005 .158 .047 -.197 -.101 -.193
FACB -.328 .079 .113 .078 .023 .052 -.178
FACC .070 -.015 -.035 .004 -.331 .093 -.186
FACE* .131 -.117 -.053 .055 .078 .059 -.033
FACF .007 .063 -.128 -.218 -.047 .004 .031
FACG -.089 .224 .161 .109 -.333 .157 -.151
FACH* .043 -.133 .133 -.152 -.118 -.183 -.023
FACI -.023 .059 .010 -.311 -.009 .315 -.167
FACO* -.106 .014 -.050 -.056 -.043 .094 .127
FACQ2 .026 .058 -.059 -.090 .143 .246 i • o VJl
FACQ3 -.093 .080 .112 -.222 -.139 -.162 -.269
FACQ4* -.187 .047 -.125 .077 -.029 .125 .061
KTSANE -.102 .277 .013 -.115 -.119 .056 .111
KTSANER -.135 .294 .033 -.128 -.101 .057 .103
ABIZ .007 .008 -.145 -.028 .237 .205 -.010
BNOREA .279 -.066 .020 .115 -.029 .003 .010
CREPEAT .103 -.106 .069 .054 -.056 -.098 -.303
DNAME* -.015 -.098 .027 -.102 -.043 -.038 i • o U1 CD
EFORM -.369 .063 -.161 .093 -.018 -.171 .015
FCOLOR* .009 -.054 -.070 .071 .125 .062 .112
XGENRAL -.019 -.308 .042 .125 .139 -.062 .139
YASSOC .082 .003 -.021 .087 -.230 .073 .267
TABLE B-1 (c ont inue d)
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Variable 1 2
Canonical Variate 
3 4 5 6 7
ZABSTR i • OJ ro .362 .030 1 • ro -3 -.020 .066 -.057
TESTLMT* .101 - .0 2 3 -.078 .004 .155 .102 -.038
RECALL1 -.018 .096 .202 -.219 -.124 -.252 .103
RECALL2 -.081 .065 -.072 -.138 .033 -.246 .121
RECALL3* -.079 -.030 .068 .038 .040 -.079 .018
POSITION* .092 .026 .025 -.100 -.193 -.027 .133
TOGETHER* -.022 -.034 -.059 -.037 -.013 -.106 -.044
NAMING* -.108 -.034 -.099 .122 .036 .124 -.011
LOVE -.139 .070 .145 .031 -.250 .039 .084
HATE .180 -.078 .105 -.231 .170 .115 .180
BAD .205 -.061 .127 -.089 .202 -.042 .110
GOOD -.273 .051 .077 .167 -.143 -.026 -.203
LIVING* -.123 .022 -.165 .087 .121 -.146 -.038
DEAD* .036 .011 -.146 -.129 -.026 -.003 -.023
SMALL* .195 -.009 .046 .098 .000 .023 .006
LARGE* .123 -.051 -.129 -.104 .035 .084 .020
EMOTION -.139 -.084 -.220 -.054 .107 .156 -.073
POSITIVE -.299 .058 -.049 .150 -.165 -.116 -.021
SIZE* .029 -.076 -.127 .079 -.073 .174 -.193
DIRECT* .097 .002 -.023 .010 -.064 -.175 .105
TIME .228 -.151 -.167 .100 -.070 -.116 -.152
CONTACT .106 .012 .261 .045 .004 -.142 .114
PREP -.002 -.023 -.029 .006 -.180 -.201 -.080
OBJOVER* -.120 -.169 -.083 .174 .012 -.183 -.156
ADJINDX .047 .019 -.130 -.024 .056 .006 -.452
RMINDX* -.033 .052 .022 .043 -.039 -.031 -.001
^Variables with no loadings above .200
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TABLE B-2
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 3
R = .972**
v
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
RACE .278 ELOPED .465
CONTACT .261 RATIOER .246
RECALL 1 .202 LEVEL .217
EMOTION -.220
CATDIST -.262
^Loadings <.200 suppressed.
**p = .0006
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TABLE B-3
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 5
R = .929**w
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
BLOCKDE .293 DEMOT .708
ARITH CM. WEEKS .703
ABIZ .237 LEVEL .500
INFO .223 AVTOKEN .207
BAD .202
GRADEDI -.212
YASSOC -.230
LOVE -.250
FACC -.331
FACG -.333
*Loadings <.200 suppressed.
**p = .4660
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TABLE B-4
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 6
R = .892**c
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
FACI .315 ELOPED .437
FACQ2 .246 RATIOER -.223
ABIZ .205 DEMOT -.434
PREF -.201
RECALL2 VOC\J•1
RECALL1 -.252
*Loadings < .200 suppressed.
**p = .8138
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TABLE B-5
CORRELATION AND RANKED LOADINGS* 
FOR CANONICAL VARIATE 7
R = .826** c
Predictor Criterion
Variable Loading Variable Loading
YASSOC .267 BEHINC .658
SCATTER .229 DEMOT .431
PICCOMP .208 ELOPED .390
GOOD oCM.t RATIOER -.264
AGE -.228
COMPRE -.267
FACQ3 -.269
CREPEAT i . UJ o UJ
ADJINDX -.452
*Loadings < .200 suppressed.
**p = .9260
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